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COINCIDENCE OF LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS FOR RANDOM
WALKS IN WEAK RANDOM POTENTIALS1
By Markus Flury
University of Zu¨rich
We investigate the free energy of nearest-neighbor random walks
on Zd, endowed with a drift along the first axis and evolving in a
nonnegative random potential given by i.i.d. random variables. Our
main result concerns the ballistic regime in dimensions d≥ 4, at which
we show that quenched and annealed Lyapunov exponents are equal
as soon as the strength of the potential is small enough.
1. Introduction and main results.
1.1. Random walk in random potential. Let S = (S(n))n∈N0 be a nearest-
neighbor random walk on the lattice Zd, with start at the origin and drift h
in the direction of the first axis. We suppose S to be defined on a prob-
ability space (Ω,F , Ph) and we denote by Eh the associated expectation.
Such a random process is characterized by the distributions of its finite-step
subpaths
S[n] def=(S(0), . . . , S(n)), n ∈N.
In the nondrifting case h= 0, these distributions are uniform on the nearest-
neighbor paths in Zd. That is, for n ∈N and x0 the origin, we have
P0[S[n] = (x0, . . . , xn)] =
(
1
2d
)n
for all x1, . . . , xn ∈ Zd such that ‖xi − xi−1‖= 1 for i= 1, . . . , n, the proba-
bility being zero elsewhere. The case of a nonvanishing drift is related back
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to the nondrifting case by means of the density function
dPhS[n]−1
dP0S[n]−1 =
exp(h · S1(n))
E0[exp(h · S1(n))] , n ∈N,(1.1)
with S1 denoting the first component of S.
The random walk S is a Markov chain with independent growths, which
means the following. Suppose m,n ∈N0 and set
S[m,n] def=(S(m), . . . , S(n)).
When x0, . . . , xn ∈ Zd fulfill Ph[S[n] = (x0, . . . , xm)]> 0, we have
Ph[S[m,n] = (xm, . . . , xn) | S[m] = (x0, . . . , xm)]
= Ph[S[n−m] = (xm − xm, . . . , xn − xm)].
We will constantly make use of this property and will simply refer to it as
the Markov property (committing a slight abuse of standard terminology).
In addition to the influence of the drift, we want S to underlie the influence
of a random potential on the lattice. To this end, let V= (Vx)x∈Zd be a family
of independent, identically distributed random variables, independent of the
random walk itself, with ess inf Vx = 0 and EV
d
x <∞. To avoid trivialities,
we also assume P[Vx = 0]< 1.
Using the random potential V, we are now able to introduce path mea-
sures for the random walk. Thereby, we distinguish between the so-called
quenched setting, where the path measure depends on the concrete realiza-
tion of the potential V, and the annealed setting, where the measure depends
on averaged values of the potential only.
The quenched path potential is given by
Φqu
V,β(N)
def
= β
N∑
n=1
VS(n), N ∈N,
where the so-called inverted temperature β ≥ 0 is a parameter for the strength
of the potential. The quenched path measure is defined by means of the den-
sity function
dQqu
V,h,β,N
dPh
def
=
exp(−Φqu
V,β(N))
Zqu
V,h,β,N
, N ∈N,
where the normalization
Zqu
V,h,β,N
def
= Eh[exp(−ΦquV,β(N))], N ∈N,
is called the quenched partition function. The quenched setting defines a
discrete-time model for a particle moving in a random medium. Here, the
path measure is itself random, the randomness coming from the random
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environment V. Under a concrete realization of the path measure, the walker
jumps from site to site, thereby trying to stay in regions where the potential
takes on small values. The drift, however, implies a restriction in the search
for such an “optimal strategy” by imposing a particular direction on the
walk.
The annealed path measure is defined by means of the density function
dQanh,β,N
dPh
def
=
E exp(−Φqu
V,β(N))
EZqu
V,h,β,N
, N ∈N,
and EZqu
V,h,β,N is called the annealed partition function. While our main
interest lies in the quenched setting, the annealed model no longer depends
on the realizations of the environment and is thus easier to handle. A walker
under the annealed measure finds himself in a similar situation as in the
quenched setting. To see this, observe that the quenched potential can be
expressed by
Φqu
V,β(N) = β
∑
x∈Zd
ℓx(N)Vx,
where
ℓx(N)
def
=
N∑
n=1
1{S(n)=x}
denotes the number of visits to the site x ∈ Zd by the N -step random walk
S[1,N ]. An annealed path potential is given by
Φanβ (N)
def
=
∑
x∈Zd
ϕanβ (ℓx(N)), N ∈N,
where
ϕanβ (t)
def
= − logE exp(−tβVx), t ∈R+,(1.2)
is a nonnegative function which is concave increasing by the Ho¨lder inequal-
ity. Now, by the independence assumption on V, it is easily seen that
dQanh,β,N
dPh
=
exp(−Φanβ (N))
Zanh,β,N
,
where the normalizing constant
Zanh,β,N
def
= Eh[exp(−Φanβ (N))]
equals the annealed partition function EZqu
V,h,β,N . By the concavity of ϕ
an
β ,
the more often the random walk intersects its own path, the smaller the
potential Φanβ . Therefore, on the one hand, it is convenient for the walker to
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return to places he has already visited, while on the other hand, he is urged
to proceed in the direction of the drift.
In a similar model in a continuous setting, namely Brownian motion in
a Poissonian potential, the contrary influence of drift and potential on the
long-time behavior of the walk was first studied by A. S. Sznitman. By means
of the powerful method of enlargement of obstacles, he established a precise
picture in both quenched and annealed settings (see Chapter 5 of his book
[12]). Among his results there is an accurate description of a phase transition
from localization for large β (or small h) to delocalization for small β (or
large h). In the delocalized phase, the random walk is ballistic, that is, the
displacement of S(N) from the origin grows of order O(N), while in the
localized phase, the walk behaves sub-ballistic, that is, the displacement
is of order o(N). The analogous results for the discrete setting have been
established by Zerner in [15] and Flury in [7].
1.2. Lyapunov exponents. The above results on the transition from sub-
ballistic to ballistic behavior are based on large deviation principles for the
random walk under the path measures and on phase transitions for the
quenched and annealed free energies
logZqu
V,h,β,N and logZ
an
h,β,N .
The free energies are important values for the study of the path measures.
The moments of the path potential under these measures, for instance, may
be evaluated by differentiating the free energies with respect to the inverted
temperature. For a more direct motivation in the context of random branch-
ing processes, and a thorough study of the one-dimensional case, we refer to
[8] by Greven and den Hollander.
The main subject of the present article is the long-time behavior of the
free energies. We first deal with the phase transitions in this behavior, as
established in [7]. The associated phase diagrams coincide with the ones for
the random walk itself. They are characterized by values from the so-called
point-to-hyperplane setting. For h > 0, β ≥ 0 and L ∈N, we set
Z
qu
V,h,β,L
def
=
∞∑
n=1
Eh[exp(−ΦquV,β(n));{S1(n) =L}],
Z
an
h,β,L
def
=
∞∑
n=1
Eh[exp(−Φanβ (n));{S1(n) =L}].
Theorem A. For any β ≥ 0, there are continuous, nonnegative func-
tions mqu(·, β) and man(·, β) on R+ such that
mqu(h,β) =− lim
L→∞
1
L
logZ
qu
V,h,β,L,
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man(h,β) =− lim
L→∞
1
L
logZ
an
h,β,L
for all h > 0, as well as continuous, nonnegative functions mqu(·, β) and
man(·, β) on R+, the so-called quenched and annealed Lyapunov exponents,
such that
mqu(h,β) =− lim
N→∞
1
N
logZqu
V,h,β,N ,
man(h,β) =− lim
N→∞
1
N
logZanh,β,N
for all h≥ 0, where the convergence in the quenched setting is P-almost surely
and in L1(P), and where the limits no longer depend on the realizations of
V. Moreover, for all h,β ≥ 0, we have
mqu(h,β) =
{
λh, if m
qu(0, β)≥ h,
λh − λh¯qu(h,β), if mqu(0, β)<h,
man(h,β) =
{
λh, if m
an(0, β)≥ h,
λh − λh¯an(h,β), if man(0, β)< h,
where h¯qu(h,β)> 0 and h¯an(h,β)> 0 are determined by
mqu(h¯qu(h,β), β) = h− h¯qu(h,β),
man(h¯an(h,β), β) = h− h¯an(h,β)
and where λh
def
= logE0[exp(h · S1(1))].
Theorem A is proved in [7] for drifts in arbitrary directions and for a more
general annealed potential which we introduce at the beginning of Section 2.
With regard to the difference in notation, observe that, with e1 being the
first unit vector,
mqu(h,β) = λh − lim
n→∞
1
n
logZh·e1n,ω , P-a.s.,
man(h,β) = λh − lim
n→∞
1
n
logZh·e1n
and that by Corollary C of [7],
mqu(h¯, β) =
1
α∗λh¯·e1
(e1)
− h¯,
man(h¯, β) =
1
β∗λh¯·e1
(e1)
− h¯,
where the notation on the right-hand sides is from [7] (with potential Vβ =
{βVx} and ϕ= ϕVβ ). For the latter equalities, observe also that the fact that
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the random walk is already stopped at its first entrance into the hyperplane
has no effect on the limits in Corollary C of [7] (as will become clear in
Section 2.1).
In accordance with the long-time behavior of the random walk itself,
in Theorem A, we have the following picture for the behavior of the free
energies: in the sub-ballistic regime, the walker remains near the origin in
the annealed case and in regions with small potential in the quenched case.
Therefore, since
lim
t→∞
ϕanβ (t)
t
= ess inf Vx = 0,
the contribution from the potential then vanishes when N becomes large.
What remains is the probability of staying in an only slow-growing region,
contributing the value
λh = lim
n→∞
1
n
logE0[exp(h · S1(n))].
In the ballistic regime, on the other hand, the walk obeys the drift and
dislocates with a nonvanishing velocity. As a consequence, the path potential
and the “spatial part” of the density for the drift must not be neglected, as
they contribute the subtraction term λh¯qu(h,β), respectively λh¯an(h,β), to the
corresponding Lyapunov exponent (see [7] for a rigorous interpretation of
this last point).
1.3. Main results and preliminaries. Our first new result concerns the
simpler annealed setting. For h > 0, the critical parameter βanc (h) for the
phase transition is given by
man(0, βanc (h)) = h,
where existence and uniqueness of βanc (h) will be explained in Remark 2.10
of Section 2.1.
Theorem B. (a) For any h,β ≥ 0, we have
Zanh,β,N ≤ exp(−man(h,β)N), N ∈N,
and man is continuous on R+ × R+. Moreover, for any h > 0 and β0 <
βanc (h), there exists Kh,β0 <∞ such that for β ≤ β0, we have
Zanh,β,N ≥
exp(−man(h,β)N)
Kh,β0
, N ∈N.
(b) man is analytic on the open set {(h,β) ∈ (0,∞)2 :β 6= βanc (h)}.
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Part (a) of Theorem B is established in Section 3.1, essentially by sub-
additivity arguments. The sub-ballistic part in (b) is a straightforward con-
sequence of Theorem A. The more complicated ballistic part is proved in
Section 3.2 by renewal techniques.
The next theorem is the main result of this article. It concerns dimensions
d≥ 4 and nonvanishing drifts h > 0. It states that quenched and annealed
Lyapunov exponents coincide once the strength of the potential is chosen to
be small enough.
Theorem C. Suppose d ≥ 4 and h > 0. There then exists β0 > 0 such
that
mqu(h,β) =man(h,β)
for all β ≤ β0. Moreover, when Vx is essentially bounded, there exists Kfr.e. <
∞ such that
E| logZqu
V,h,β,N − logZanh,β,N | ≤Kfr.e.(1 + β
√
N)
for all N ∈N and β ≤ β0.
Coincidence of Lyapunov exponents has been conjectured by Sznitman
in [12]. It emerged from the fact that a similar result is true for the much
simpler case of directed polymers in random potentials. There, the random
walk (S(n))n∈N is replaced by ((ξ(n), n))n∈N, where (ξ(n))n∈N is a stan-
dard d-dimensional walk. The coincidence of quenched and annealed Lya-
punov exponents for d≥ 3 and small disorder was first proven by Imbrie and
Spencer in [10], using cluster expansion techniques, and then by Bolthausen
in [2] and Albeverio and Zhou in [1], using martingale techniques. Martin-
gale arguments have also been used in the more recent work on directed
polymers in [5] and [3].
The situation considered here is much more delicate and, unfortunately,
it does not seem possible to implement martingale techniques. We therefore
take recourse to different methods, mainly renewal techniques and arguments
from Ornstein–Zernike theory.
The crucial result for the proof of Theorem C is an estimate on the second
moment of the quenched partition function.
Theorem D. Suppose d ≥ 4 and h > 0. There are then β0 > 0 and
Ks.m. <∞ such that
E(Zqu
V,h,β,N)
2 ≤Ks.m.(Zanh,β,N)2
for all N ∈N and β ≤ β0.
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In order to achieve a heuristic understanding of Theorem D, we consider
two independent copies S1 = (S1(n))n∈N0 and S2 = (S2(n))n∈N0 of the ran-
dom walk S . For x∈ Zd, we set
ℓ1x(N)
def
=
N∑
n=1
1{S1(n)=x} and ℓ
2
x(N)
def
=
N∑
n=1
1{S2(n)=x}.
Recall that we have Zanh,β,N = EZ
qu
V,h,β,N , by the independence assumption on
the potential. In a similar way, and by the independence of S1 and S2, we
obtain
E(Zqu
V,h,β,N)
2 =Eh
[
exp
(
−
∑
x∈Zd
ϕanβ (ℓ
1
x(N) + ℓ
2
x(N))
)]
,
(EZqu
V,h,β,N)
2 =Eh
[
exp
(
−
∑
x∈Zd
ϕanβ (ℓ
1
x(N)) + ϕ
an
β (ℓ
2
x(N))
)]
,
where Eh denotes the expectation with respect to the product measure Ph⊗
Ph. With the further notation
Ψβ,N
def
=
∑
x∈Zd
ϕanβ (ℓ
1
x(N)) +ϕ
an
β (ℓ
2
x(N))− ϕanβ (ℓ1x(N) + ℓ2x(N))(1.3)
and with Eanh,β,N the expectation with respect to the annealed product path
measure Qanh,β,N ⊗Qanh,β,N , we thus have
E(Zqu
V,h,β,N)
2
(EZqu
V,h,β,N)
2
=Eanh,β,N [exp(Ψβ,N )].(1.4)
Observe further that the only nonvanishing summands in (1.3) are the ones
associated to those x ∈ Zd that are visited by both random walks up to time
N . From the concavity of ϕanβ , we therefore obtain
Ψβ,N ≤ ϕanβ (1)
∑
x∈R1(N)∩R2(N)
ℓ1x(N) + ℓ
2
x(N),(1.5)
where Rj(N)
def
= {Sj(n) : n= 1, . . . ,N} for j = 1,2. This finally gives us the
following picture of the situation: in the ballistic regime, the random walks
S1 and S2 under the annealed path measure obey the drift and evolve
in the direction of the first axis. While they do that, one expects them
to move away from each other in the (d − 1)-dimensional “vertical” di-
rection as soon as the dimension of the lattice is large enough. The con-
dition d ≥ 4 appears to be the right one since the “vertical distance” is
then transient. As a consequence, the paths of S1 and S2 are supposed
to intersect only finitely many times. For β small enough, the right-hand
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side of (1.4) should then stay bounded as N →∞ because of (1.5) and
limβ↓0ϕ
an
β (1) = 0.
The equality of the Lyapunov exponents, knowing that the quenched free
energy is deterministic, is obtained from Theorem D by rather elementary
methods. On the other hand, the estimate of the speed of convergence for
the free energy has a more complicated derivation, requiring a concentra-
tion inequality for the quenched free energy. In this particular model, the
usual concentration estimate is not sharp enough. For this reason, we re-
place Zqu
V,h,β,N by a modified partition function. For h > 0, β ≥ 0, k ∈ R+
and N ∈N, we define
Zqu
V,h,β,k,N
def
= Eh
[
e−β
∑
x∈Zd
ℓx(N)Vx(ω);
∑
x∈Zd
ℓx(N)
2 ≤ kN
]
.
The justification for such a replacement is given in the following lemma,
which is proved in Section 3.3.
Lemma E. Suppose h > 0 and β0 < β
an
c (h), and let Kh,β0 be chosen
according to Theorem B. For any ε < 1/Kh,β0 , there then exists kε <∞
such that
EZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
≥ εZanh,β,N
for all N ∈N and β ≤ β0.
By Theorem A, Theorem D and Lemma E, we now have the means to
prove the coincidence of the Lyapunov exponents and to estimate the speed
of convergence for the free energy.
Proof of Theorem C. By the quenched part of Theorem A, we have
lim
N→∞
1
N
E logZqu
V,h,β,N =−mqu(h,β)
and thus mqu(h,β) ≥man(h,β), by Jensen’s inequality. In order to obtain
the inverted estimate, observe that
P
[
lim
N→∞
1
N
logZqu
V,h,β,N ≥−man(h,β)
]
≥ lim inf
N→∞
P
[
Zqu
V,h,β,N ≥
1
2
EZqu
V,h,β,N
]
and that the left-hand side is either one or zero since the limit is deterministic
(again by Theorem A). The Schwarz inequality now implies
EZqu
V,h,β,N ≤ 12EZquV,h,β,N + (E(ZquV,h,β,N)2)1/2P[ZquV,h,β,N ≥ 12EZquV,h,β,N ]1/2,
which leads to the Paley–Zigmund inequality
P
[
Zqu
V,h,β,N ≥
1
2
EZqu
V,h,β,N
]
≥ 1
4
(EZqu
V,h,β,N)
2
E(Zqu
V,h,β,N)
2
.(1.6)
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The lower estimate for mqu(h,β) thus follows from Theorem D.
We proceed to the estimate for the speed of convergence. Assume that
V
def
= ess supVx <∞.
We first investigate the modified partition function Zqu
V,h,β,k,N . For N ∈ N,
let Mquh,β,k,N be a median of logZ
qu
V,h,β,k,N , that is, a real number M
qu
h,β,k,N
with
P[logZqu
V,h,β,k,N ≤Mquh,β,k,N ]≥ 12 and P[logZquV,h,β,k,N ≥Mquh,β,k,N ]≥ 12 .
Also, let BN
def
= {x ∈ Zd :‖x‖1 ≤N} and let f : [−1,1]BN →R be given by
fk(v)
def
= logEh
[
e
−βV
∑
x∈BN
ℓx(N)vx
;
∑
x∈BN
ℓx(N)
2 ≤ kN
]
for v = (vx)x∈BN ∈ [−1,1]BN . We then obviously have
logZqu
V,h,β,k,N = fk ◦ (Vx/V )x∈BN .
Since the function f is convex by the Ho¨lder inequality, the sets f−1((−∞, a])
for a ∈R are also convex. In addition, for any v,w ∈ [−1,1]BN , we have
|fk(v)− fk(w)|
≤ sup
{
βV
∑
x∈BN
ℓx|vx −wx| : ℓ ∈NBN0 with
∑
x∈BN
ℓ2x ≤ kN
}
≤ βV
√
kN
( ∑
x∈BN
|vx −wx|2
)1/2
by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality for sums. This means that fk is Lipschitz
continuous with Lipschitz constant at most βV
√
kN . We can thus apply
Theorem 6.6 of [13] to obtain the concentration inequality
P[| logZqu
V,h,β,k,N −Mquh,β,k,N | ≥ t]≤ 4exp
( −t2
16β2V 2kN
)
, t ∈R+.(1.7)
Next, we will find an estimate for
E| logZqu
V,h,β,k,N − logEZquV,h,β,k,N |
by adding and subtracting Mquh,β,k,N . To this end, observe that (1.7) implies
that
E| logZqu
V,h,β,k,N −Mquh,β,k,N |=
∫ ∞
0
P[| logZqu
V,h,β,k,N −Mquh,β,k,N |> t]dt
≤ 4
∫ ∞
0
exp
( −t2
16β2kV 2N
)
dt(1.8)
= 8V β
√
kπN.
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It remains to find an estimate for | logEZqu
V,h,β,k,N −Mquh,β,k,N |. By the defi-
nition of the median and an application of the Markov inequality, we have
1
2 ≤ P[logZquV,h,β,k,N ≥Mquh,β,k,N ]≤ EZquV,h,β,k,Ne−M
qu
h,β,k,N
and therefore
Mquh,β,k,N − logEZquV,h,β,k,N ≤ log 2.(1.9)
Now, let tk,N
def
= log(12EZ
qu
V,h,β,k,N) −Mquh,β,k,N . Since we are looking for an
upper bound, we can suppose tk,N ≥ 0. Again from (1.7), we obtain
P
[
Zqu
V,h,β,k,N ≥
1
2
EZqu
V,h,β,k,N
]
= P[logZqu
V,h,β,k,N −Mquh,β,k,N ≥ tk,N ]
(1.10)
≤ 4exp
( −t2k,N
16β2V 2kN
)
.
Moreover, analogously to (1.6), we know that
P
[
Zqu
V,h,β,k,N ≥
1
2
EZqu
V,h,β,k,N
]
≥ 1
4
(EZqu
V,h,β,k,N)
2
E(Zqu
V,h,β,k,N)
2
.(1.11)
For β0 < βc(h) chosen according to Theorem D, and ε > 0 and kε according
to Theorem E, we further have
(EZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
)2
E(Zqu
V,h,β,kε,N
)2
≥ ε2 (EZ
qu
V,h,β,N)
2
E(Zqu
V,h,β,N)
2
≥ ε
2
Ks.m.
(1.12)
for all β ≤ β0 and N ∈ N. A combination of (1.10), (1.11) and (1.12) then
implies that
tkε,N ≤ βK1
√
N
for all β ≤ β0 and N ∈N, where the constant K1 is given by
K1
def
= 4V
√
kε log
16Ks.m.
ε2
.
By the definition of tkε,N , we therefore have
logEZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
−Mquh,β,kε,N ≤ βK1
√
N + log 2(1.13)
and thus, as consequence of (1.8), (1.9) and (1.13),
E| logEZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
− logZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
| ≤ βK2
√
N + log 2(1.14)
for all β ≤ β0 and N ∈N, where K2 def= 8V
√
kεπ+K1.
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It remains to transfer (1.14) to the unmodified partition functions. By the
triangle inequality, | logEZqu
V,h,β,N − logZquV,h,β,N | is bounded by
logEZqu
V,h,β,N − logEZquV,h,β,kε,N + | logEZ
qu
V,h,β,kε,N
− logZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
|
− logZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
+ logEZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
− logEZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
+ logZqu
V,h,β,N .
In order to handle the last summand in the above formula, recall also that
E logZqu
V,h,β,N ≤ logEZquV,h,β,N ,
by Jensen’s inequality. From (1.14) and Lemma E, we thus obtain
E| logEZqu
V,h,β,N − logZquV,h,β,N |
≤ 2 log
(
EZqu
V,h,β,N
EZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
)
+ 2E| logEZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
− logZqu
V,h,β,kε,N
|
≤ −2 log ε+2βK2
√
N +2 log 2
for all β ≤ β0 and N ∈ N. By setting Kfr.e. def= 2max{K2, log 2− log ε}, the
proof of Theorem C is completed. 
For the proof of Theorem B, Theorem D and Lemma E, it remains to
consider the annealed setting only. In Section 2, we deal with the “point-to-
hyperplane” setting. That is, under the annealed path measure, we analyze
finite paths S[n] with S1(n) =L for fixed L ∈N. In the first two subsections,
such paths are approximated by more specific paths, the so-called bridges,
and a renewal formalism is found by introducing irreducibility for bridges.
In Section 2.3, we then prove the existence of a gap between the exponential
decay rates of arbitrary and irreducible bridges.
In Section 3.1, we introduce an analogous renewal formalism for the
“fixed-number-of-steps” setting. In Section 3.2, the exponential gap from
Section 2.3 is transferred to that setting, implying the crucial part of Theo-
rem B, namely analyticity of the Lyapunov exponent in the ballistic regime.
With the renewal formalism and the exponential gap, we then also have the
means to prove Lemma E, which is done in Section 3.3.
Finally, Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the second-moment estimate
in Theorem D. It is based on a local decay estimate for sums of independent
random variables and again on the gap between the exponential behaviors
of arbitrary and irreducible bridges.
2. Endpoint in given hyperplane. As in the previous section, we consider
a nearest-neighbor random walk S = (S(n))n∈N0 on Zd, with start at the
origin and drift h in the direction of the first axis, defined on a probability
space (Ω,F , Ph).
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In this section, we investigate the behavior of finite random paths with
start at the origin and endpoint in a hyperplane
HL def= {(ξ1, . . . , ξd) ∈ Zd : ξ1 = L},
exponentially weighted by a nonrandom path potential Φβ . We therefore
allow a more general setting for Φβ than for the annealed path potential Φ
an
β
from Section 1. More precisely, we assume that ϕ :R+→R+ is a nonconstant,
concave increasing function with
lim
t→0
ϕ(t) = ϕ(0) = 0(2.1)
and
lim
t→∞
ϕ(t) =∞,(2.2)
lim
t→∞
ϕ(t)
t
= 0.(2.3)
For β ≥ 0, we define ϕβ :R+→R+ by
ϕβ(t)
def
= ϕ(tβ), t ∈R+.
The function ϕβ plays the role of the annealed potential ϕ
an
β from Section 1,
with coincidence in the case
ϕ(t) =− logE exp(−tVx).(2.4)
Assumption (2.3) is needed for Theorem A only. Under (2.4), it corresponds
to the assumption ess inf Vx = 0 from the quenched setting, and (2.2) is
equivalent to Ph[Vx = 0]< 1.
The path potential is now defined as in the annealed setting from the
previous section: for β ≥ 0 and N,M ∈N0 with M ≤N , set
Φβ(N)
def
=
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓx(N)),
Φβ(M,N)
def
=
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓx(M,N)),
where
ℓx(N)
def
=
N∑
n=1
1{S(n)=x}, ℓx(M,N)
def
=
N∑
n=M+1
1{S(n)=x}
denote the number of visits to the site x ∈ Zd by the random walk S[1,N ],
respectively S[M +1,N ].
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We derive some elementary properties of the path potential Φβ arising
from the assumptions on ϕβ . For N,M ∈N0 with M ≤N , let
R(N)
def
= {x ∈ Zd : ℓx(N)≥ 1},
R(M,N)
def
= {x ∈ Zd : ℓx(M,N)≥ 1}
denote the sets of sites visited by S[1,N ], respectively S[M +1,N ].
Lemma 2.1. (a) For any β ≥ 0 and N ∈N0, we have
ϕβ(1)♯R(N)≤Φβ(N)≤ ϕβ(1)N.
(b) For any β ≥ 0 and M,N ∈N0 with M ≤N , we have
Φβ(N)≤Φβ(M) + Φβ(M,N).
Moreover, if ω ∈ {R(M) ∩R(M,N) =∅}, we have
Φβ(N,ω) = Φβ(M,ω) +Φβ(M,N,ω).
(c) For any β ≥ 0 and M1,M2,N ∈N0 with M1 ≤M2 ≤N , we have
Φβ(N)≥Φβ(M1,M2).
Moreover, if ω ∈ {R(M1)∩R(M2,N) =∅}, we have
Φβ(N,ω)≥Φβ(M1, ω) +Φβ(M2,N,ω).
Proof. (a) For the lower bound, we use the monotonicity of ϕβ to
obtain
Φβ(N) =
∑
x∈R(N)
ϕβ(ℓx(N))≥
∑
x∈R(N)
ϕβ(1) = ϕβ(1)♯R(N).
For the upper estimate, we inductively apply the concavity of ϕβ to obtain
Φβ(N) =
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓx(N))≤
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(1)ℓx(N) = ϕβ(1)N.
(b) By the concavity of ϕβ and (2.1), we have
Φβ(N) =
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓx(M) + ℓx(M,N))
≤
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓx(M)) +ϕβ(ℓx(M,N))
= Φβ(M) +Φβ(M,N).
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For ω ∈ {R(M)∩R(M,N) =∅}, we have
Φβ(N,ω) =
∑
x∈R(M,ω)
ϕβ(ℓx(N,ω)) +
∑
x∈R(M,N,ω)
ϕβ(ℓx(N,ω))
=
∑
x∈R(M,ω)
ϕβ(ℓx(M,ω)) +
∑
x∈R(M,N,ω)
ϕβ(ℓx(M,N,ω))
= Φβ(M,ω) +Φβ(M,N,ω).
(c) The monotony of ϕβ implies that
Φβ(N) =
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓx(N))≥
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓx(M1,M2)) = Φβ(M1,M2).
For ω ∈ {R(M1)∩R(M2,N) =∅}, we have
Φβ(N,ω)≥
∑
x∈R(M1,ω)
ϕβ(ℓx(N,ω)) +
∑
x∈R(M2,N,ω)
ϕβ(ℓx(N,ω))
≥
∑
x∈R(M1,ω)
ϕβ(ℓx(M1, ω)) +
∑
x∈R(M2,N,ω)
ϕβ(ℓx(M2,N,ω))
= Φβ(M1, ω) +Φβ(M2,N,ω). 
2.1. Masses for paths and bridges. We start with a few comments on the
process of the first components of S , that is,
S1 def= (S1(n))n∈N0 .
The process S1 is itself a random walk on Z, again with independent incre-
ments and drift in the positive direction. It can be expressed by
S1(n) =
n∑
m=1
(S1(m)− S1(m− 1))
for n ∈ N, where the random variables (S1(m) − S1(m − 1))m∈N are inde-
pendent and identically distributed. Since EhS1(n) > 0 for h > 0, we then
have
Ph[S1(n)→∞ as n→∞] = 1,
by the strong law of large numbers. This convergence property, as we show
next, implies transience to the process S1, which is here equivalent to the
fact that the probability
α(h)
def
= Ph[S1(n)> 0 for all n ∈N](2.5)
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is strictly greater than zero: for h > 0, and with m ∈ N0 denoting the last
time the random walk S1 is in L ∈N0, we have
1 =
∞∑
m=0
Ph[S1(m) = L,S1(m+ n)>L for all n ∈N]
=
∞∑
m=0
Ph[S1(n) =L]Ph[S1(n)> 0 for all n ∈N]
and therefore
∞∑
m=0
Ph[S1(m) = L] =
1
α(h)
<∞.(2.6)
Observe, in particular, that the left-hand side of (2.6) does not depend on
L ∈N0.
Remark 2.2. For every h > 0 and L ∈N, we have
Ph[H−L <∞] = e−2Lh,(2.7)
where the stopping time
H−L
def
= inf{n ∈N :S1(n) =−L}
denotes the time of the random walk’s first visit to the hyperplane H−L.
Proof. The Markov property implies that
Ph[H−L <∞] = Ph[H−1 <∞]L.
We can thus restrict our attention to the case L= 1. Also by the Markov
property, we have
Ph[H−1 <∞] = Ph[S1(1) =−1] +Ph[S1(1) = 0]Ph[H−1 <∞]
+ Ph[S1(1) = 1]Ph[H−1 <∞]2,
which is a quadratic equation in the variable Ph[H−1 <∞], with solutions 1
and Ph[S1(1) =−1]/P [S1(1) = 1]. To find the correct one among these two
solutions, observe that
α(h) = Ph[S1(1) = 1]Ph[H−1 =∞],
again by the Markov property. We thus have
Ph[H−1 <∞] = 1− α(h)
Ph[S1(1) = 1]
< 1
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since α(h)> 0 by (2.6), and therefore
Ph[H−1 <∞] = Ph[S1(1) =−1]
P [S1(1) = 1]
= e−2h,
where, at the second step, the concrete definition of Ph in Section 1 is used.

We now return to random walks on Zd. In the present setting, for any h >
0, β ≥ 0 and L ∈N, the counterpart of Zanh,β,L from the point-to-hyperplane
setting of Section 1 is given by
Gh,β(L)
def
=
∞∑
N=1
Eh[exp(−Φβ(N));{S1(N) =L}].(2.8)
Remark 2.3. The drift h > 0 ensures that (2.8) is finite. More exactly,
for any h > 0, β ≥ 0 and L ∈N, we have
Ph[S(1) = 1]
Le−ϕβ(1)L ≤Gh,β(L)≤ 1
α(h)
e−ϕβ(1)L.
Proof. It is plain that
Gh,β(L)≥Eh[exp(−Φβ(L));{S1(L) = L}],
which implies the lower estimate. For ω ∈ {S1(N) = L}, we obviously have
L≤ ♯R(N,ω). From Lemma 2.1(a), we thus obtain
Eh[exp(−Φβ(L));{S1(N) = L}]≤ e−ϕβ(1)LPh[S1(N) = L]
for all L ∈N, from which the lower estimate now follows by (2.6). 
We are interested in the exponential behavior of Gh,β(L) as L→∞. This
behavior is easier to study when the expectations in (2.8) are restricted to
so-called bridges.
Definition 2.4. Suppose ω ∈Ω and N,M ∈N0 withM ≤N . The finite
path S[M,N ](ω) is called a bridge if
S1(M,ω)<S1(n,ω)≤ S1(N,ω)
is valid for n=M+1, . . . ,N . In that case, the span of the bridge S[M,N ](ω)
is given by S1(N,ω)− S1(M,ω).
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For L ∈N and M,N ∈N0 with M ≤N , we define
br(L;N)
def
= {S[N ] is a bridge of span L},
br(L;M,N)
def
= {S[M,N ] is a bridge of span L}.
For h,β ≥ 0 and L ∈N, we further define
bh,β(L;N)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φβ(N)); br(L;N)],
Bh,β(L)
def
=
∞∑
N=1
bh,β(L).
Remark 2.5. For any h,β ≥ 0 and L ∈N, we have
Ph[S(1) = 1]
Le−ϕβ(1)L ≤Bh,β(L)≤ e−ϕβ(1)L.
Proof. The lower estimate is proved as in Remark 2.3. For the upper
estimate, observe that
bh,β(L;N)≤ bh,0(L;N)e−ϕβ(1)L
for L≤N by Lemma 2.1(a). By the Markov property, we furthermore have
bh,0(L;N) = Ph[0≤ S1(n)< S1(N) =L for 0≤ n<N ]
and thus
Bh,β(L)≤
∞∑
N=1
Ph[HL =N ]e
−ϕβ(1)L = Ph[HL <∞]e−ϕβ(1)L,
where HL
def
= min{n ∈N :S1(n) =L}. 
The well-known subadditive limit lemma (see, e.g., page 9 of [11]) states
the following. Let (an)n∈N be a sequence of real numbers with the subaddi-
tivity property
an+m ≤ an + am
for all m,n ∈N. We then have
lim
n→∞
an
n
= inf
{
an
n
:n ∈N
}
.
We want to apply the subadditive limit lemma to (− logBh,β)L∈N. The
subadditivity property is a consequence of the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.6. For h,β ≥ 0 and L1,L2 ∈N, we have
Bh,β(L1 +L2)≥Bh,β(L1)Bh,β(L2).
Moreover, for nonvanishing drift h > 0, we have
Bh,β(L1 +L2)≤ 1
α(h)
Bh,β(L1)Bh,β(L2).
Proof. In order to obtain the lower estimate, observe that
br(L1 +L2;N)⊃
N−1⋃
M=1
br(L1;M)∩ br(L2;M,N),
where the right-hand side is a union of disjoint sets and whereM denotes the
time of the unique visit of S[N ] to the hyperplane HL1 . For ω ∈ br(L1;M)∩
br(L2;M,N), we further have
Φβ(N,ω) = Φβ(M,ω) + Φβ(M,N,ω)
by Lemma 2.1(b). By splitting over all possible values of M and using the
Markov property to renew the random walk S at that time, we obtain
Bh,β(L1 +L2)≥
∞∑
N=1
N−1∑
M=1
Eh[e
−Φβ(M)1br(L1;M)e
−Φβ(M,N)1br(L2;M,N)]
=
∞∑
N=1
N−1∑
M=1
bh,β(L1;M)bh,β(L2;N −M)
=Bh,β(L1)Bh,β(L2),
which proves the lower estimate of the lemma.
The upper estimate is shown in a similar way. The event br(L1 +L2;N)
is contained in the union
N−1⋃
M1=1
N−1⋃
M2=M1
br(L1;M1)∩ {S1(M2) = L1} ∩ br(L2;M2,N),
in which M1, for ω ∈ br(L1 +L2;N), may be chosen as the time of the first
visit of S[N ](ω) to the hyperplane HL1 , and whereM2 stands for the time of
the last visit to HL1 . By splitting over all possible values of M1 and M2, and
using Lemma 2.1(c) and the Markov property to renew the random walk at
these times, we obtain
Bh,β(L1 +L2)
≤
∞∑
N=1
N−1∑
M1=1
N−1∑
M2=M1
Eh[e
−Φβ(M1)1br(L1;M1)1{S1(M2)=L1}
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× eΦβ(M2,N)1br(L2;M2,N)]
=
∞∑
N=1
N−1∑
M1=1
N−1∑
M2=M1
bh,β(L1;M1)Ph[S1(M2 −M1) = 0]bh,β(L2;N −M2)
=Bh,β(L1)Bh,β(L2)
∞∑
m=0
Ph[S1(m) = 0],
from which the upper estimate of the lemma follows by (2.6). 
Proposition 2.7. For any h,β ≥ 0, the mass
mB(h,β)
def
= lim
L→∞
− logBh,β(L)
L
of Bh,β exists in [ϕβ(1),∞), is continuous as function on R+ × R+ and
satisfies
Bh,β(L)≤ e−mB(h,β)L(2.9)
for all L ∈N. Moreover, for nonvanishing h > 0, we have
Bh,β(L)≥ α(h)e−mB(h,β)L(2.10)
for all L ∈N.
Proof. The sequence (− logBh,β(L))L∈N is subadditive by Lemma 2.6.
The subadditive limit lemma thus yields
mB(h,β) = inf
{− logBh,β(L)
L
:L ∈N
}
∈ [−∞,∞),
which includes the existence of the limit and implies the estimate in (2.9).
The lower bound ϕβ(1) for the mass mB(h,β) follows from Remark 2.3.
By the above expression, as an infimum of continuous functions, the mass
mB is upper semicontinuous. In order to obtain lower semicontinuity, it is
convenient to consider
B̂λ,β(L)
def
=
∞∑
N=1
E0[exp(−Φβ(N)− λN); br(L;N)]
for λ≥ 0 and L ∈N. By the definition of Ph in (1.1), we have
m̂B(λh, β)
def
= lim
L→∞
− log B̂λh,β(L)
L
=mB(h,β) + h,
where λh = logE0[exp(h · S1(1))]. It consequently suffices to show that m̂B
is lower semicontinuous.
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To see this, observe that for any fixed N ∈N, the map β 7→Φβ(N) inherits
the concavity of ϕ. By the Ho¨lder inequality, for any (λ,β), (λ′, β′) ∈R+×R+
and t ∈ [0,1], we thus have
B̂tλ+(1−t)λ′ ,tβ+(1−t)β′(L)
≤
∞∑
N=1
E0[e
−tΦβ(N)−(1−t)Φβ′ (N)−tλ−(1−t)λ
′
; br(L;N)]
≤
∞∑
N=1
E0[e
−Φβ(N)−λN ; br(L;N)]tE0[e
−Φβ′(N)−λ
′N ; br(L;N)](1−t)
≤ B̂λ,β(L)tB̂λ′,β′(L)(1−t).
Therefore, for any fixed L ∈ N, the negative logarithm of B̂λ,β(L) is con-
cave as a function of (λ,β). The mass m̂B inherits this concavity and, as a
consequence, is lower semicontinuous.
It remains to prove (2.10). To this end, we consider
B˜h,β(L)
def
= α(h)−1Bh,β(L), L ∈N.
The sequence (log B˜h,β(L))L∈N is subadditive by Lemma 2.6. As a conse-
quence, we have
α(h)−1Bh,β(L) = B˜h,β(L)≥ e−m˜B(h,β)L
for all L ∈N, by the subadditivity limit lemma. Thereby, m˜B(h,β) denotes
the mass of B˜h,β and is given by
m˜B(h,β)
def
= lim
L→∞
− log B˜h,β(L)
L
= lim
L→∞
− logBh,β(L)
L
+
logα(h)
L
=mB(h,β). 
By means of the following lemma, the results on Bh,β in Proposition 2.7
can be transfered to Gh,β.
Lemma 2.8. For any h > 0 and β ≥ 0, we have
α(h)2Gh,β(L)≤Bh,β(L)
for all L ∈N.
Proof. The event {S1(N) = L} is contained in the union
N−1⋃
M1=0
N⋃
M2=M1+1
{S1(M1) = 0} ∩ br(L;M1,M2)∩ {S1(N) =L},
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in which M1 and M2, for ω ∈ {S1(N) = L}, may be chosen as the time of
the last return of S[N ](ω) to the hyperplane H0, respectively the first visit
of S[M1,N ](ω) to the hyperplane HL. By splitting over all possible values of
M1 and M2, and applying Lemma 2.1(c) and the Markov property to renew
the random walk at these times, we obtain that Gh,β(L) is bounded by
∞∑
N=1
N−1∑
M1=0
N∑
M2=M1+1
Eh[1{S1(M1)=0}e
−Φβ(M1,M2)1br(L;M1,M2)1{S1(N)=L}]
=
∞∑
N=1
N−1∑
M1=0
N∑
M2=M1+1
Ph[S1(M1) = 0]bh,β(L;M2 −M1)
×Ph[S1(N −M2) = 0]
=Bh,β(L)
(
∞∑
n=0
Ph[S1(n) = 0]
)2
,
from which the lemma follows, by (2.6). 
Corollary 2.9. For any h > 0 and β ≥ 0, we have
mG(h,β)
def
= lim
L→∞
− logGh,β(L)
L
=mB(h,β)
and
α(h)e−mG(h,β)L ≤Gh,β(L)≤ 1
α(h)2
e−mG(h,β)L(2.11)
for all L ∈N.
Proof. The corollary follows from Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 2.8. 
Remark 2.10. For any h > 0, as anticipated in Section 1.3, there exists
a unique parameter βc(h)> 0, such that
mG(0, βc(h)) = h.
Proof. For any h > 0, by Corollary 2.9 and as shown in the proof of
Proposition 2.7, the mass mG(h,β) is continuous and concave increasing in
the variable β ∈ R+. Furthermore, we have mG(h,0) = 0 by (2.6) and the
assumption ϕ(0) = 0, and limβ→∞mG(h,β) =∞ by Remark 2.3 and the
assumption limt→∞ϕ(t) =∞. This limiting behavior for β→∞, in combi-
nation with the concavity of the mass shown above, moreover yields that
the monotonicity of mG(h,β) in β ∈ R+ is strict. This completes the proof
of the remark. 
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2.2. Irreducible bridges and renewal results. For the rest of the this sec-
tion, we fix an integer p ∈N and consider independent copies
Sj = (Sj(n))n∈N0 , j = 1, . . . , p,
of the random walk S . We assume these copies to be defined on the product
space (Ωp,F⊗p), on which the p-fold product measure, in order to keep
notation simple, is again denoted by Ph. We compose from S1, . . . ,Sp a
random process S(p) with values in (Zd)p by setting
S(p)(n)
def
= (S1(n1), . . . , Sp(np)),
for n= (n1, . . . , np) ∈Np0, and
S(p) def= (S(p)(n))n∈Np0 .
The process S(p) inherits the Markov property from S1, . . . ,Sp in the
following way: for M = (M1, . . . ,Mp) and N = (N1, . . . ,Np) ∈Np0, we write
M ≤N, if and only if M j ≤N j for j = 1, . . . , p,
M <N, if and only if M j <N j for j = 1, . . . , p
and set
[M, . . . ,N ]
def
= {n ∈Np :M ≤ n≤N}.
The origin in Np0 is denoted by 0. Suppose now thatM,N ∈Np0 withM ≤N ,
and xn = (x
1
n1 , . . . , x
p
np) ∈ (Zd)p for n= (n1, . . . , np) ∈ [0, . . . ,N ]. Then, if
Ph[S
(p)(m) = xm for m ∈ [0, . . . ,M ]]> 0
is valid, we have
Ph[S
(p)(n) = xn for n ∈ [M, . . . ,N ]|S(p)(m) = xm for m ∈ [0, . . . ,M ]]
=
p∏
j=1
Ph[Sj[M j ,N j] = (xjMj , . . . , x
j
Nj )|Sj [M j ] = (x
j
0, . . . , x
j
Mj)]
=
p∏
j=1
Ph[Sj[N j −M j] = (xjMj − x
j
Mj
, . . . , xj
Nj
− xj
Mj
)]
= Ph[S
(p)(n) = xM+n − xM for n ∈ [0, . . . ,N −M ]].
This means that, similarly to S in the previous subsection, the process S(p)
can be renewed at any time M .
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In Definition 2.4, the denomination bridge was introduced in the context
of a single random walk. We want to generalize it to the present setting: for
M,N ∈Np0 with M ≤N , we write
S(p)[N ] def= (S(p)(n))n∈Np0:n≤N ,
S(p)[M,N ] def= (S(p)(n))n∈Np0:M≤n≤N
for finite subpaths of S(p) in (Zd)p.
Definition 2.11. Suppose ω ∈ Ωp and M,N ∈ Np0 with M ≤ N . The
finite path S(p)[M,N ](ω) is called a bridge if
S11(M
1, ω) = Sj1(M
j , ω)<Sj1(n
j, ω)≤ Sj1(N j , ω) = S11(N1, ω)
is valid for all nj =M j + 1, . . . ,N j and j = 1, . . . , p. In that case, the span
of the bridge S(p)[M,N ](ω) is given by S11(N1, ω)− S11(M1, ω).
Remark. By this definition, a finite path S(p)[M,N ] in (Zd)p is a bridge
if and only if S1[M1,N1], . . . ,Sp[Mp,Np] are bridges in the sense of Defi-
nition 2.4, with start and endpoint each in a common hyperplane. Also,
observe that the definition includes the case M =N , in which S(p)[M,N ] is
a bridge of span zero.
At the beginning of this section, we introduced the path potential Φβ
for the random walk S . For any j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we denote the corresponding
potential associated with Sj by Φjβ . For M,N ∈ Np0 with M ≤ N , a path
potential for the process S(p) is then given by
Φ
(p)
β (N)
def
=
p∑
j=1
Φjβ(N
j),
(2.12)
Φ
(p)
β (M,N)
def
=
p∑
j=1
Φjβ(M
j ,N j).
For h,β ≥ 0, L ∈N0 and M,N ∈Np0 with M ≤N , we now define
brp(L;N)
def
= {S(p)[N ] is a bridge of span L},
brp(L;M,N)
def
= {S(p)[M,N ] is a bridge of span L}
and also let
bph,β(L;N)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φ(p)β (N)); brp(L;N)],
B
p
h,β(L)
def
=
∑
N∈Np0
bph,β(L;N).
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Remark 2.12. By the independence of S1, . . . ,Sp, we have
B
p
h,β(L) = (Bh,β(L))
p(2.13)
for all L ∈N. As a consequence, the mass
mpB(h,β)
def
= lim
L→∞
− logBph,β(L)
L
of B
p
h,β exists and m
p
B(h,β) = pmB(h,β). By Proposition 2.7, we further
have
B
p
h,β(L)≤ e−m
p
B
(h,β)L(2.14)
for all L ∈N. Moreover, for nonvanishing h > 0, we have
B
p
h,β(L)≥ α(h)pe−m
p
B
(h,β)L(2.15)
for all L ∈N.
Bridges allow a treatment using the tools of renewal theory. The decisive
concepts for this treatment are the following.
Definition 2.13. Suppose that L ∈N and ω ∈ brp(L;M,N) forM ∈Np0
and N ∈Np with M <N . An integer R with S11(M1, ω)<R≤ S11(N1, ω) is
called a breaking point of S(p)[M,N ](ω) if there exists n ∈Np with M <n≤
N such that
(i) S(p)[M,n](ω) is a bridge of span R− S11(M1),
(ii) S(p)[n,N ](ω) is a bridge of span S11(N1)−R.
Moreover, the bridge S(p)[M,N ](ω) is called irreducible if S11(N1, ω) is its
only breaking point.
For h,β ≥ 0, L ∈N, M ∈Np0 and N ∈Np with M <N , we now set
irp(L;N)
def
= {S(p)[N ] is an irreducible bridge of span L},
irp(L;M,N)
def
= {S(p)[M,N ] is an irreducible bridge of span L}
and
λph,β(L,N)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φ(p)β (N)); irp(L;N)],
Λph,β(L)
def
=
∑
N∈Np
λph,β(L,N).
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Remark. In contrast to the definition of a bridge, the definition of the
irreducibility of a bridge cannot be reduced to subpaths of the single random
walks S1, . . . ,Sp. This is manifested by the fact that the analogue of equation
(2.13), which is a statement for bridges, becomes an inequality for irreducible
bridges: for all L ∈N, we have
Λ
p
h,β(L)≥ (Λh,β(L))p,
where Λh,β(L)
def
= Λ
1
h,β(L).
The following proposition states the so-called renewal equation, which
provides access to the tools of renewal theory.
Proposition 2.14. For all h,β ≥ 0 and L ∈N, we have
B
p
h,β(L) =
L∑
k=1
Λ
p
h,β(k)B
p
h,β(L− k).(2.16)
Proof. For ω ∈ brp(L;N), let k ∈ {1, . . . ,L} denote the smallest break-
ing point for S(p)[N ](ω). Then, there is a unique time n ∈ Np with n ≤N
such that S(p)[n](ω) is an irreducible bridge of span k and S(p)[n,N ](ω) is
a bridge of span L− k. We thus obtain
brp(L;N) =
L⋃
k=1
⋃
n∈Np:n≤N
irp(k;n)∩ brp(L− k;n,N),
where the union is of disjoint sets. For ω ∈ irp(k;n) ∩ brp(L− k;n,N), we
further have
Φ
(p)
β (N,ω) = Φ
(p)
β (n,ω) + Φ
(p)
β (n,N,ω),
by Lemma 2.1(b) applied to Φ1β, . . . ,Φ
p
β . By using the Markov property to
renew the process S(p) at time n, we thus have Bph,β(L) equal to
L∑
k=1
∑
N∈Np
∑
n∈Np:n≤N
Eh[e
−Φ
(p)
β
(n)1irp(k;n)e
−Φ
(p)
β
(n,N)1brp(L−k;n,N)]
=
L∑
k=1
∑
N∈Np
∑
n∈Np:n≤N
Eh[e
−Φ
(p)
β
(n)1irp(k;n)]Eh[e
−Φ
(p)
β
(N−n)1brp(L−k;N−n)]
=
L∑
k=1
Λ
p
h,β(k)B
p
h,β(L− k).

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Remark. The subadditivity property of the sequence (− logB(L))L∈N,
shown in Section 2.1 in a “straightforward” way, is also a consequence of the
renewal equation for p= 1.
For h,β ≥ 0, L ∈N0 and k ∈N, we set
aph,β(L)
def
= B
p
h,β(L)e
mp
B
(h,β)L and πph,β(k)
def
= Λ
p
h,β(k)e
mp
B
(h,β)k.
Lemma 2.15. For any h > 0 and β ≥ 0, we have∑
k∈N
πph,β(k) = 1 and
∑
k∈N
kπph,β(k)<∞.(2.17)
Proof. For L ∈N0, k ∈N and s ∈ [0,1], set
A(s)
def
=
∞∑
L=0
aph,β(L)s
L and P (s)
def
=
∞∑
k=1
πph,β(k)s
k.
The renewal equation implies
A(s) = 1+
∞∑
L=1
aph,β(L)s
L
= 1+
∞∑
L=1
L∑
k=1
πph,β(k)s
kaph,β(L− k)sL−k
= 1+ P (s)A(s).
By (2.14), we have aph,β(L) ≤ 1 for all L ∈ N0 and therefore A(s) <∞ for
s ∈ [0,1). As a consequence,
P (1) = lim
s↑1
P (s) = lim
s↑1
A(s)− 1
A(s)
≤ 1.
We have thus shown that πph,β(k) is a (nonperiodic) subprobability sequence
with renewal sequence aph,β(L). The first equation in (2.17) states that
πph,β(k) is recurrent, which is equivalent to A(1) =∞. If πph,β(k) is now
recurrent, then the renewal theorem (see, e.g., Theorem 4.2.2 in [11]) yields
lim
L→∞
aph,β(L) =
1∑∞
k=1 kπ
p
h,β(k)
.
The lemma thus follows from the estimate for Bph,β(L) in (2.15), which states
that aph,β(L)≥ α(h)p is true for all L ∈N. 
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By (2.14) and Lemma 2.15, we know that Λ
p
h,β(L) decays to zero faster
than B
p
h,β(L) when L→∞. In the next subsection, we will show that the
difference in the decay velocity is even exponential. For this purpose, we will
need the following result, stating that long intervals are unlikely to be free
of breaking points. More precisely, we suppose that ∆,L ∈ N with L≥ 2∆,
M ∈Np0 and N ∈Np with M <N , and define
br∗p∆ (L;M,N)
def
= {S(p)[M,N ] is a bridge of span k, of which
S1(M1) +∆, . . . , S1(N1)−∆ are no breaking points}
and br∗p∆ (L;N)
def
= br∗p∆ (L; 0,N). For h > 0 and β ≥ 0, we further set
b∗p∆,h,β(L;N)
def
=
∑
N∈Np
Eh[exp(−Φ(p)β (N)); br∗p∆ (L;N)],
B
∗p
∆,h,β(L)
def
=
∑
N∈Np
b∗p∆,h,β(L;N).
Lemma 2.16. For any h > 0 and β ≥ 0, there exists a decreasing func-
tion εph,β :R
+→R+ such that limT→∞ εph,β(T ) = 0 and
B
∗p
∆,h,β(L)≤ εph,β(L− 2∆)e−m
p
B
(h,β)L
for all ∆,L ∈N with L≥ 2∆.
Proof. By the Markov property and Lemma 2.1(b), with ℓ denoting
the largest breaking point smaller than ∆ (or ℓ= 0 if there is no such point)
and k denoting the smallest breaking point greater than L−∆, we have
B
∗p
∆,h,β(L) =
∆−1∑
ℓ=0
L∑
k=L−∆+1
B
p
h,β(ℓ)Λ
p
h,β(k− ℓ)Bph,β(L− k)
=
∆∑
ℓ˜=1
L−∆∑
k˜=T+1
B
p
h,β(∆− ℓ˜)Λph,β(k˜+ ℓ˜)Bph,β(L− k˜−∆)
with T = L− 2∆, k˜ = k−∆ and ℓ˜=∆− ℓ. Now, we set
εph,β(T )
def
=
∞∑
j=T+2
jπph,β(j).(2.18)
From Lemma 2.15, we know that limT→∞ ε
p
h,β(T ) = 0. Moreover, we have
em
p
B
(h,β)LB
∗p
∆,h,β(L)≤
∞∑
ℓ˜=1
∞∑
k˜=T+1
πph,β(k˜+ ℓ˜)
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=
∞∑
ℓ˜=1
∞∑
j=T+ℓ˜+1
πph,β(j)
=
∞∑
j=T+2
j−T−1∑
ℓ˜=1
πph,β(j)
=
∞∑
j=T+2
(j − T − 1)πph,β(j)< εph,β(T ),
which completes the proof. 
2.3. Separation of the masses. In this subsection, we investigate the de-
cay velocity of weighted irreducible bridges. In particular, we will show that
they decay exponentially faster than bridges without the irreducibility re-
striction.
Lemma 2.17. For all h,β ≥ 0, the mass
mpΛ(h,β)
def
= lim
L→∞
− logΛph,β(L)
L
of Λ
p
h,β exists in [ϕβ(1),∞), is continuous as function on R+ × R+ and
satisfies
Λ
p
h,β(L)≤
1
p
e2(ϕβ(1)+λh)e−m
p
Λ
(h,β)L(2.19)
for all L ∈N, where λh = logE0[exp(h · S1(1))].
Proof. For i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, let Ei def=(δi1, . . . , δip) ∈ Np0. Then, for every
N ∈Np, the union
p⋃
i=1
⋃
N−2Ei>M∈N
p
irp(L1;M)∩ {Si1(M i +1) =L1 + 1}
∩ {Si1(M i + 2) = L1} ∩ irp(L2;M + 2Ei,N)
consists of disjoint sets and is a subset of irp(L1+L2;N). For any ω in that
union, a double application of Lemma 2.1(b) to the potentials Φ1, . . . ,Φp
yields
Φ
(p)
β (N,ω)≤Φ(p)β (M,ω) + 2ϕβ(1) + Φ(p)β (M +2Ei,N,ω)
for the corresponding i ∈ {1, . . . , p} andM ∈Np. By splitting over all possible
values of i and M , and renewing the process S(p) at the times M and
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M +2Ei, we therefore have
Λ
p
h,β(L1 +L2)
≥
p∑
i=1
∑
N∈Np
∑
N−2Ei>M∈N
p
Eh[e
−Φ
(p)
β
(M)1irp(L1;M)e
−2ϕβ(1)1{Si1(M i+1)=L1+1}
× 1{Si1(M i+2)=L1}e
−Φ
(p)
β
(M+2Ei,N)
× 1irp(L2;M+2Ei,N)]
=
p∑
i=1
∑
N∈Np
∑
N−2Ei>M∈N
p
λph,β(L;M)e
−2ϕβ (1)Ph[S1(1) = 1]
×Ph[S1(1) =−1]λph,β(L;N −M − 2Ei)
=
p
e2(ϕβ(1)+λh)
Λ
p
h,β(L1)Λ
p
h,β(L2),
where, at the last step, the concrete definition of Ph is used. The existence
of mΛ(h,β) in [−∞,∞), as well as the estimate in (2.19), now follows from
the subadditive limit lemma applied to
− log
(
p
e2(ϕβ(1)+λh)
Λ
p
h,β(L)
)
, L ∈N.
The lower bound ϕβ(1) for the mass goes back to Remark 2.3. Finally,
the continuity of mΛ is derived by the same arguments that were used in
Proposition 2.7 to show the continuity of mB . 
The main result of this section is the derivation of a gap between the
exponential decay rates of bridges and irreducible bridges.
Theorem 2.18. For any h > 0 and β ≥ 0, we have
mpΛ(h,β)>m
p
B(h,β).
The strategy for the proof of Theorem 2.18 was introduced in [4] (or see
the more polished version of it in Chapter 4 of [11]) in the case of a single
random walk in absence of a potential. It was then extended in [14] to single
random walks evolving under the “trap” potential
Φtrapβ (N)
def
= β♯R(N).
Before we present the strategy for the proof, we introduce the essential
concept of backtracks of bridges.
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Definition 2.19. Suppose that L ∈N and ω ∈ brp(L;M,N) forM ∈Np0
and N ∈ Np with M < N . Assume, furthermore, that j ∈ {1, . . . , p} and
M j ≤m<n<N j for m ∈N0 and n ∈N.
The subpath Sj[m,n](ω) of Sj [M j,N j ](ω) is called a j-backtrack (or sim-
ply backtrack) of the bridge S(p)[M,N ](ω) if
(i) Sj1(µ1, ω)≤ Sj1(m,ω) for µ1 =M j + 1, . . . ,m;
(ii) Sj1(n,ω)≤ Sj1(ν,ω)< Sj1(m,ω) for ν =m+1, . . . , n;
(iii) Sj1(n,ω)< S
j
1(µ2, ω) for µ2 = n+1, . . . ,N
j .
If this is the case, then the span of the backtrack Sj [m,n](ω) is given by
Sj1(m,ω)−Sj1(n,ω). A backtrack Sj[m,n](ω) is said to cover an integer k if
Sj1(n,ω)≤ k < Sj1(m,ω) is valid.
Remarks. (a) Condition (ii) says that a backtrack is itself a bridge
in Zd, except that it goes “right-to-left” instead of “left-to-right.” Condi-
tions (i) and (iii) are maximality conditions. For two different j-backtracks,
Sj [m1, n1](ω) and Sj [m2, n2](ω), they guarantee that the time intervals
{m1, . . . , n1} and {m2, . . . , n2} do not intersect and that n1 <m2 is equiva-
lent to Sj1(n1, ω)< S
j
1(n2, ω).
(b) A bridge S(p)[M,N ](ω) is irreducible if and only if every integer k
with S1(M1, ω)< k < S1(N1, ω) is covered by a backtrack of S(p)[M,N ](ω).
An integer k may of course be covered by several backtracks.
We now present the strategy for the proof of Theorem 2.18. The aim is to
find an upper bound for Λ
p
h,β(L). To this end, we fix a large integer Q and
split the interval [0,L] for L≫ Q into blocks (subintervals) of size Q. For
an irreducible bridge of span L, we then look at the backtracks that cover
the endpoints of these blocks and distinguish between the two following
situations.
In the first situation, many of these endpoints are covered by only small
backtracks (of span not larger than Λ≪ Q). Between such endpoints, the
path consists of subbridges with large intervals being free of breaking points.
This will allow a multiple application of Lemma 2.16.
In the other situation, some of the endpoints are covered by large back-
tracks. In that situation, the random walk must go “backward” often, which
it does with small probability because of the drift. It is going to be important
that the “total span” of these backtracks remains large enough with respect
to the reduced number of points considered (i.e., the number of endpoints).
More precisely, we proceed as follows. Let T and ∆ be positive integers
(to be specified) and set Q
def
= 2∆+ T . For large L ∈N, let k = k(L) be the
greatest integer less than or equal to LQ − 1 and set
A
def
= {Q,2Q, . . . , kQ}.
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Now, let B = {b1, . . . , bτ} with b1 < · · · < bτ be a subset of A and observe
that
bi − bi−1 ≥Q for i= 1, . . . , τ + 1,
where b0
def
= 0 and bτ+1
def
= L. We introduce two further items of notation for
particular N -step bridges of span L:
• for ∆> 0, let
irp∆,B(L;N) ∈F⊗p
denote the set of all ω ∈Ωp for which S(p)[N ](ω) is an irreducible bridge
of span L such that no point of B is covered by a backtrack of S(p)[N ](ω)
with a span larger than ∆;
• for σ ∈NB , any pairwise disjoint decomposition B1, . . . ,Bp of B (possibly
with some of the Bj being empty) and each j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, let
brp,j
Bj ,σ|
Bj
(L;N j) ∈ F⊗p
denote the set of all ω ∈Ωp for which Sj[N j ](ω) is a bridge of span L such
that each b ∈ Bj is covered by a backtrack of Sj [N j ](ω) with span σ(b)
which is not covering any other a ∈Bj\{b}, and let
brpB1,...,Bp,σ(L;N)
def
=
p⋂
j=1
brp,j
Bj ,σ|
Bj
(L;N j).
The following lemma realizes the aforementioned distinction on how the
points of A= {Q,2Q, . . . , kQ} are covered by backtracks.
Lemma 2.20. The event irp(L;N) is contained in the union of⋃
B⊂A:♯B≥k/2
irp∆,B(L;N)
and ⋃
B⊂A:♯B≥1
⋃
σ∈NB :∑
b∈B
σ(b)>k∆/2
⋃
B1,...,Bp⊂B
pairwise disjoint
decomposition
brpB1,...,Bp,σ(L;N).
Proof. Suppose that ω is in irp(L;N), but not in⋃
B⊂A,♯B≥k/2
irp∆,B(L;N).
There then exists a collection of backtracks of S(p)[N ](ω), each of them of a
span greater than ∆, which cover at least k/2 of the points in A. Although
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some of them may cover several points in A, the sum of their spans is
still greater than ∆k/2, since the distance between two points is at least
Q= T + 2∆.
We now inductively construct the sets B1, . . . ,Bp. For j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, as-
sume that B1, . . . ,Bj−1 are already constructed. For each j-backtrack from
our collection, we then add to Bj a single point from the complement of
B1 ∪ · · · ∪ Bj−1 which is covered by this j-backtrack, but not covered by
any other j-backtrack (regardless of whether it is covered by i-backtracks
for i 6= j). If there is no such point, we remove this particular j-backtrack
from the collection. The remaining backtracks still cover the same points in
A, so the sum of their spans is still larger than ∆k/2.
By this construction, the sets B1, . . . ,Bp are pairwise disjoint. Moreover,
for any j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, the set Bj has the property, that each of its points is
covered by exactly one of the remaining j-backtracks. Consequently, if we
set B
def
= B1 ∪ · · · ∪Bp, then there is a σ ∈ NB with ∑b∈B σ(b)>∆k/2 and
ω ∈ brpB1,...,Bp,σ(L;N). 
For B = {b1, . . . , bτ} ⊂A with b1 < · · ·< bτ , we set
Λ
p
h,β[ir
p
∆,B(L;N)]
def
=
∑
N∈Np
Eh[exp(−Φ(p)β (N)); irp∆,B(L;N)].
Lemma 2.21. For any h > 0 and β ≥ 0, we have
Λ
p
h,β[ir
p
∆,B(L;N)]≤ e−m
p
B
(h,β)L(εph,β(T )α(h)
−p)
τ+1
,
where α(h) is defined in (2.5) and εph,β(T ) is defined in (2.18).
Proof. Suppose that ω ∈ irp∆,B(L;N) and recall that b0 = 0 and bτ+1 =
L. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , τ + 1}, let mi−1 = (m1i−1, . . . ,mpi−1) ∈ Np0 and ni =
(n1i , . . . , n
p
i ) ∈Np be given by
mji−1
def
= min{µ ∈ {0, . . . ,N j} :Sj1(µ′, ω)> bi−1 for µ< µ′ ≤N j},
nji
def
= max{ν ∈ {1, . . . ,N j} :Sj1(ν ′, ω)≤ bi for 0< ν ′ ≤ ν}
for j = 1, . . . , p. It is also convenient to choose mτ+1
def
= L.
Since b1, . . . , bτ are not covered by backtracks of a span greater than ∆
and because the distance between these points is at least Q= 2∆+ T , it is
clear that
Sj1(µ,ω)≤ bi−1 +∆< bi −∆<Sj1(ν,ω)
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for i= 1, . . . , τ + 1, j = 1, . . . , p and 1≤ µ≤mji−1 < nji < ν ≤N j . Therefore,
since S(p)[N ](ω) is irreducible, we know that the sub-bridges S(p)[mi−1, ni](ω)
already contain backtracks that cover the points bi−1 +∆, . . . , bi −∆. That
is, we have
ω ∈
τ+1⋂
i=1
br∗p∆ (bi − bi−1;mi−1, ni),
where br∗p∆ was introduced at the end of Section 2.2. An inductive application
of Lemma 2.1(c) to the potentials Φ1, . . . ,Φp further yields
Φ
(p)
β (N,ω)≥
τ+1∑
i=1
Φ
(p)
β (mi−1, ni, ω).
As a consequence, by the Markov property and Lemma 2.16, an upper bound
for Λ
p
h,β[ir
p
∆,B(L;N)] is given by∑
N∈Np
∑
n1,m1,n2,...,nτ ,mτ∈N
p:
0=m0<n1<···<mτ<nτ+1=mτ+1=N
Eh
[
τ+1∏
i=1
e−Φ
(p)
β
(mi−1,ni)1br∗p
∆
(bi−bi−1;mi−1,ni)
× 1
{Sj1(m
j
i
)=Sj1(n
j
i
) for j=1,...,p}
]
=
∑
N∈Np
∑
n1,m1,n2,...,nτ ,mτ∈N
p
0=m0<n1<···<mτ<nτ+1=mτ+1=N
τ+1∏
i=1
b∗p∆,h,β(bi − bi−1;ni−mi−1)
×Ph[Sj1(mji − nji ) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , p]
=
(
τ+1∏
i=1
B
∗p
∆,h,β(bi − bi−1)
)( ∑
m∈Np
p∏
j=1
Ph[S
j
1(m
j) = 0]
)τ
≤
(
τ+1∏
i=1
εph,β(bi − bi−1 − 2∆)
)
e−m
p
B
(h,β)L 1
α(h)pτ
,
where, at the last step, (2.6) is used to identify α(h). The lemma now follows
from the facts that α(h)≤ 1 and bi− bi−1 ≥Q= T +2∆ for i= 1, . . . , τ +1.

For B = {b1, . . . , bτ} ⊂ A with b1 < · · · < bτ , and a pairwise disjoint de-
composition B1, . . . ,Bp of B, we define
Λ
p
h,β[br
p
B1,...,Bp,σ(L;N)]
def
=
∑
N∈Np
Eh[exp(−Φ(p)β (N)); brpB1,...,Bp,σ(L;N)].
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Lemma 2.22. For any h > 0, β ≥ 0 and σ ∈NB, we have∑
B1,...,Bp⊂B
pairwise disjoint
decomposition
Λ
p
h,β[br
p
B1,...,Bp,σ(L;N)]≤ ψp(h)τe−m
p
B
(h,β)Le−h
∑
b∈B
σ(b),
where α(h) is defined in (2.5) and ψp(h)
def
= p/α(h)2h.
Proof. We first restrict to the case p = 1. For L ∈ N0 and M,N ∈ N0
with M ≤N , we define
br′(L;N)
def
= {−S[N ] is a bridge of span L},
br′(L;M,N)
def
= {−S[M,N ] is a bridge of span L}.
By the Markov property of S , it is easily seen that
Ph[br
′(L;N)] = Ph[−L= S1(N)<S1(n)≤ 0 for 0≤ n <N ].
By Remark 2.2, we thus have
B
′
h,0(L)
def
=
∞∑
N=1
Ph[br
′(L;N)]≤ Ph[H−L <∞] = e−2hL,(2.20)
where H−L = inf{n ∈N : S1(n) =−L}.
Suppose now that ω ∈ br1B,σ(L;N) and recall that b0 = 0 and bτ+1 = L.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , τ}, by the definition of br1B,σ(L;N), there is at least one
backtrack S[si, ti](ω) of S[N ](ω) of span σ(bi) satisfying
bi−1 <S1(ti, ω)≤ bi <S1(si, ω)≤ bi+1.(2.21)
It is also convenient to choose sτ+1
def
= tτ+1
def
= L and στ+1
def
= 0, in order to
have Ph[br
′(στ+1; sτ+1, tτ+1)] = 0.
For i ∈ {1, . . . , τ +1}, we now define
mi−1
def
= min{µ ∈ {0, . . . ,N} :S1(µ′, ω)> bi−1 for µ < µ′ ≤N},
ni
def
= max{ν ∈ {mi−1 +1, . . . ,N} :S1(ν ′, ω)≤ bi for µ < ν ′ ≤ ν},
such that S[mi−1, ni](ω) is a bridge of span bi − bi−1. By (2.21) and the
maximality conditions for backtracks, we have ti < si+1 and thus
ti ≤mi < ni+1 ≤ si+1
for i= 1, . . . , τ , by the definition of ni+1 and (2.21) again. Moreover, since
Φβ(N,ω)≥
τ+1∑
i=1
Φβ(mi−1, ni, ω)
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by Lemma 2.1(c), the Markov property of the random walk yields
Λ
1
h,β[br
1
B,σ(L;N)]
≤
∑
N∈N
∑
0=m0<n1<s1<t1≤m1<···
···<nτ+1=sτ+1=tτ+1=mτ+1=N
∑
q1,...,qτ∈N,qτ+1=0,q˜1,...,q˜τ∈N0:
q1+q˜1=σ(b1),...,qτ+q˜τ=σ(bτ )
Eh
[
τ+1∏
i=1
e−Φβ(mi−1,ni)1br(bi−bi−1;mi−1,ni)1{S1(si)=S1(ni)+qi}
× 1br′(σ(bi);si,ti)1{S1(mi)=S1(ti)+q˜i}
]
=
∑
N∈N
∑
0=m0<n1<s1<t1≤m1<···<nτ+1=N(
τ+1∏
i=1
bh,β(L;ni −mi−1)
)(
τ∏
i=1
Ph[br
′(σ(bi); ti − si)]
)
×
(
τ∏
i=1
∑
q∈N,q˜∈N0:q+q˜=σ(bi)
Ph[S1(si − ni) = qi]Ph[S1(mi − ti) = q˜i]
)
≤
(
τ+1∏
i=1
Bh,β(L)
)(
τ∏
i=1
B
′
h,0(L)
)
×
(
τ∏
i=1
∑
q∈N,q˜∈N0:q+q˜=σ(bi)
∞∑
k=0
Ph[S1(k) = q]
∞∑
k˜=1
Ph[S1(k˜) = q˜]
)
= α(h)−2τ
(
τ+1∏
i=1
Bh,β(bi − bi−1)
)(
τ∏
i=1
B
′
h,0(σ(bi))
)(
τ∏
i=1
σ(bi)
)
,
where, in the last step, equation (2.6) is used to identify α(h). From Propo-
sition 2.7 and (2.20), we then obtain
Λ
1
h,β[br
1
B,σ(L;N)]≤ α(h)−2τ e−mB(h,β)L
τ∏
i=1
σ(bi)e
−2hσ(bi)
≤ (α(h)2h)−τ e−mB(h,β)Le−h
∑τ
i=1
σ(bi),
where, in the second estimate, the elementary inequality xe−x ≤ 1 for x≥ 0
is used.
We now proceed to the case of arbitrary p ∈ N. We consider a pairwise
disjoint decomposition B1, . . . ,Bp of B = {b1, . . . , bτ}. By the independence
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of the walks S1, . . . ,Sp, we then have
Λ
p
h,β[br
p
B1,...,Bp,σ(L;N)] =
∑
N∈Np
p∏
j=1
Eh[exp(−Φj(N j)); brp,jBj ,σ|
Bj
(L;N)]
=
p∏
j=1
Λ
1
h,β[br
1
Bj ,σ|
Bj
(L;N)]
≤ (α(h)2h)τ e−pmB(h,β)Le−h
∑
b∈B
σ(b),
where, in the last step, the estimate for a single random walk is used. Since
there are pτ pairwise disjoint decompositions B1, . . . ,Bp of B, the lemma
now follows from mpB(h,β) = pmB(h,β) in Remark 2.12. 
Proof of Theorem 2.18. By means of Lemma 2.20 and Lemma 2.22,
we finally have the necessary tools to prove the mass gap for irreducible
bridges. We first fix T ∈N and ∆ ∈N large enough such that we have
2(α(h)−pεph,β(T ))
1/2 ≤ 1
2
and e−∆h/4
(
1 +
ψp(h)
1− e−h/2
)
≤ 1
2
,
and we set Q
def
= 2∆+ T . Since there are 2k subsets of A= {Q, . . . , kQ}, we
have ∑
B⊂A:♯B≥k/2
Λ
p
h,β[ir
p
∆,B(L;N)]≤ e−m
p
B
(h,β)L2k(α(h)−pεph,β(T ))
1+k/2
< e−m
p
B
(h,β)L2−k
by Lemma 2.21. Moreover, since there are
(k
τ
)
subsets B ⊂A with ♯B = τ ,
we obtain from Lemma 2.22 that∑
B⊂A:♯B≥1
∑
σ∈NB :∑
b∈B
σ(b)>k∆/2
∑
B1,...,Bp⊂B
pairwise disjoint
decomposition
Λ
p
h,β[br
p
B1,...,Bp,σ(L;N)]
≤ e−mpB(h,β)L
k∑
τ=1
(
k
τ
)
ψp(h)τ
∑
σ1,...,στ∈N:
σ1+···+στ>k∆/2
e−h(σ1+···+στ )
≤ e−mpB(h,β)Le−k∆h/4
k∑
τ=1
(
k
τ
)
ψp(h)τ
∑
σ1,...,στ∈N
e(−h/2)(σ1+···+στ )
≤ e−mpB(h,β)Le−k∆h/4
k∑
τ=1
(
k
τ
)(
ψp(h)
1− e−h/2
)τ
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≤ e−mpB(h,β)Le−k∆h/4
(
1 +
ψp(h)
1− e−h/2
)k
≤ e−mpB(h,β)L2−k.
Finally, we apply Lemma 2.20 and the estimate k ≥ LQ − 2 to obtain
Λ
p
h,β(L)≤ 2e−m
p
B
(h,β)L2−k ≤ 8e−mpB(h,β)L2−L/Q
and therefore
mpΛ(h,β) = limL→∞
− logΛph,β(L)
L
≥mpB(h,β) +
log 2
Q
>mpB(h,β),
which proves the theorem. 
3. Fixed number of steps. In this section, we consider finite random
walks S[N ] for fixed N ∈N, again evolving under the influence of the path
potential
Φβ(N) =
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓx(N)), N ∈N.
As introduced at the beginning of Section 2, we assume ϕβ to be given by
ϕβ(t) = ϕ(βt), t ∈R+,
where ϕ :R+→R+ is a concave increasing function satisfying
lim
t→0
ϕ(t) = ϕ(0) = 0,
as well as limt→∞ϕ(t) =∞ and limt→∞ϕ(t)/t= 0.
3.1. Masses for paths and bridges. In the present setting, for h,β ≥ 0,
the generalization of the annealed partition function Zanh,β from Section 1 is
given by
Gh,β(N)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φβ(N))], N ∈N.
Remark 3.1. For any h,β ≥ 0 and N ∈N, we have
e−ϕβ(1)N ≤Gh,β(N)≤ 1,
where the lower estimate follows from Lemma 2.1(a).
We are interested in the limiting exponential behavior of Gh,β(N). The
existence of an associated mass was part of Theorem A (which, in the original
paper [7], is shown in the present, more general setting). As we show next,
it can also be obtained in a straightforward way by the subadditive limit
lemma, which additionally delivers a bound for the speed of convergence.
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Proposition 3.2. For any h,β ≥ 0, the mass
mG(h,β)
def
= lim
N→∞
− logGh,β(N)
N
of Gh,β exists in [0, ϕβ(1)] and is continuous as a function on R
+×R+, and
Gh,β(N)≤ e−mG(h,β)N
is valid for all N ∈N.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(b), for any N1,N2 ∈N, we have
Gh,β(N1 +N2) =Eh[e
−Φβ(N1+N2)]
(3.1)
≥Eh[e−Φβ(N1)−Φβ(N1,N1+N2)] =Gh,β(N1)Gh,β(N2),
where, in the last step, the Markov property is used to renew the random
walk at time N1. Therefore, the existence of the mass mG and the esti-
mate in (3.2) are consequences of the subadditive limit lemma applied to
the sequence (− logGh,β(N))N∈N and the bounds for the mass follow from
Remark 3.1. Finally, the continuity of mG is obtained by similar (but slightly
simpler) arguments as used to prove the continuity of mB in Proposition 2.7.

As in the point-to-hyperplane setting of Section 2, it is convenient to
introduce N -step bridges. For M,N ∈N0 with M ≤N , we define
Br(N)
def
= {S[N ] is a bridge},
Br(M,N)
def
= {S[M,N ] is a bridge}.
For h,β ≥ 0 and N ∈N0, we further set
Bh,β(N)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φβ(N));Br(N)].
Observe that we have
Br(N) =
⋃
L∈N0
br(L;N) and Bh,β(N) =
∑
L∈N0
bh,β(L;N),
where the union is of disjoint sets and where
br(L;N) = {S[N ] is a bridge of span L},
bh,β(L;N) = Eh[exp(−Φβ(N)); br(L;N)]
were introduced in Section 2.1.
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Remark 3.3. For any h,β ≥ 0 and N ∈N, we have
e−ϕβ(1)NBh,0(N)≤Bh,β(N)≤Gh,β(N),
where the lower estimate follows from Lemma 2.1(a).
Our interest lies with the ballistic regime {(h,β) ∈ (0,∞)2 :β < βc(h)},
where the critical parameter βc(h), as introduced in Remark 2.10, is deter-
mined by m(0, βc(h)) = h. In our first result on N -step bridges, however, it
is not necessary to restrict to the ballistic phase.
Lemma 3.4. For any h,β ≥ 0 and N1,N2 ∈N, we have
Bh,β(N1 +N2)≥Bh,β(N1)Bh,β(N2),(3.2)
Bh,β(N1 +N2)≤Kh,βBh,β(N1)Bh,β(N2),(3.3)
where
Kh,β
def
=
(
∞∑
n=0
Ph[S1(n) = 0]
Bh,β(n)
)2
.(3.4)
Proof. By the definition of a bridge, it is plain that
Br(N1 +N2)⊃ Br(N1)∩Br(N1,N1 +N2).
From Lemma 2.1(b), we thus obtain
Bh,β(N1 +N2)≥Eh[e−Φβ(N1)1Br(N1)e−Φβ(N1,N1+N2)1Br(N1,N1+N2)]
=Bh,β(N1)Bh,β(N2),
where, in the second step, the Markov property is used to renew the random
walk at time N1.
For the upper estimate, observe that we have
Br(N1 +N2)⊂
N1⋃
m1=1
N1+N2⋃
m2=N1
Br(m1)∩ {S1(N1) = S1(m1)}
∩ {S1(m2) = S1(N1)} ∩Br(m2,N1 +N2),
where m1 and m2 are the times of the first and last visits, respectively, of
S[N1 +N2] to the hyperplane HS1(N1). By splitting over all possible values
of m1 and m2, and by applying Lemma 2.1(c) and the Markov property to
renew the walk at these times, we obtain
Bh,β(N1 +N2)
≤
N1∑
m1=1
N1+N2∑
m2=N1
Eh[e
−Φβ(m1)1Br(m1)1{S1(N1)=S1(m1)}
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× 1{S1(m2)=S1(N1)}e−Φβ(m2,N1+N2)1Br(m2,N1+N2)]
=
N1∑
m1=1
N1+N2∑
m2=N1
Bh,β(m1)Ph[S1(N1 −m1) = 0]
×Ph[S1(m2 −N1) = 0]Bh,β(N1 +N2 −m2)
=Bh,β(N1)Bh,β(N2)
(
N1−1∑
n1=0
Ph[S1(n1) = 0]
Bh,β(n1)
)(
N2∑
n2=0
Ph[S1(n2) = 0]
Bh,β(n2)
)
,
where n1 replaces N1−m1 and n2 replaces m2−N1, and where, in the last
step, (3.2) is used. 
Proposition 3.5. For any h,β ≥ 0, the mass
mB(h,β)
def
= lim
N→∞
− logBh,β(N)
N
of Bh,β exists in [0, ϕβ(1)] and is continuous as function on R
+×R+, and
Bh,β(N)≤ e−mB(h,β)N(3.5)
is valid for all N ∈N. For h > 0 and β < βc(h), we further have
mB(h,β) =mG(h,β).(3.6)
Moreover, for h > 0 and β0 < βc(h), we also have
Bh,β(N)≥ 1
Kh,β0
e−mB(h,β)N(3.7)
for all N ∈N and β ≤ β0, where Kh,β0 <∞ is defined in (3.4).
Proof. By (3.2) in Lemma 3.4, the existence of mB in R∪ {−∞} and
the estimate in (3.5) are consequences of the subadditive limit lemma applied
to the sequence (− logBh,β(N))N∈N. The lower bound for mB is obvious
and continuity is obtained by similar arguments as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.7. The upper bound ϕβ(1) for mB follows from the lower estimate in
Remark 3.3 once we have shown (3.6).
Now, suppose that h > 0 and β < βc(h). For the proof of (3.6), recall that
Theorem A states that
mG(h,β) = λh − λh¯,(3.8)
where λh′ = logE0[exp(h
′ · S1(1)] for h′ ≥ 0 and where h¯ = h¯(h,β) > 0 is
determined by
mG(h¯, β) = h− h¯,(3.9)
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with mG having been introduced in Section 2.1. By the definition of Ph in
(1.1), we consequently have
bh,β(L;N)e
mG(h,β)N = b0,β(L;N)e
−λh¯N+hL
(3.10)
= bh¯,β(L;N)e
mG(h¯,β)L
and therefore, since mG(h¯, β) =mB(h¯, β) by Corollary 2.9,
∞∑
N=1
Bh,β(N)e
mG(h,β)N =
∞∑
L=1
Bh¯,β(L)e
mB(h¯,β)L =∞,
where the second equality follows from the lower estimate for Bh¯,β(L) in
Proposition 2.7. As a consequence, the mass mB(h,β) cannot be greater
than mG(h,β). Since the inverted estimate is obvious, this proves (3.6).
It remains to show (3.7). By the definition of Ph, it is plain that
Ph[S1(N) = 0]≤ e−λhN .
In the sub-ballistic regime, by (3.6) and (3.8), we further have that
mB(h,β) =mG(h,β)< λh.
Therefore, and by obvious monotonicity, we get
Kh,β ≤Kh,β0 <∞
for all β ≤ β0 so that (3.7) now follows from (3.3) and the subadditive limit
lemma applied to log(Kh,βBh,β(N))N∈N. 
Corollary 3.6. For any h > 0 and β0 < βc(h), we have
Gh,β(N)≥ 1
Kh,β0
e−mG(h,β)N
for all N ∈N and β ≤ β0, where Kh,β0 <∞ is defined in (3.4).
Proof. The corollary follows from (3.6) and (3.7). 
3.2. Exponential gap and analyticity. As in Section 2.2, for fixed p ∈N,
we consider independent copies
Sj = (Sj(n))n∈N0 , j = 1, . . . , p,
of the random walk S , defined on the probability space (Ωp,F⊗p, Ph). The
random process S(p) = (S(p)(n))n∈Np0 with values in (Z
d)p is given by
S(p)(n) = (S1(n1), . . . , Sp(np)), n= (n1, . . . , np) ∈Np0.
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The potential Φ
(p)
β for S(p) was introduced as
Φ
(p)
β (N) =
p∑
j=1
Φjβ(N
j), N = (N1, . . . ,Np) ∈Np0,
where Φ1β, . . . ,Φ
p
β are the corresponding potentials associated with the single
random walks S1, . . . ,Sp.
For ω ∈ Ωp and M,N ∈ Np0 with M ≤N componentwise, recall that the
path
S(p)[M,N ](ω) = (S(p)(n,ω))n∈N0:M≤n≤N
is called a bridge if and only if the paths
Sj[M j ,N j](ω), j = 1, . . . , p,
are bridges as single random walks, starting in the hyperplane HS11(M1,ω)
and ending in the hyperplane HS11(N1,ω). Moreover, for M < N , a bridge
S(p)[M,N ](ω) is called irreducible if and only if S11(N1, ω) is its only (com-
mon) breaking point.
For h,β ≥ 0, m ∈Np0 and n ∈Np with m<n, we now define
Irp(n)
def
= {S(p)[n] is an irreducible bridge},
Irp(m,n)
def
= {S(p)[m,n] is an irreducible bridge}
and
Λph,β(n)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φ(p)β (n)); Irp(n)].
Observe that we have
Irp(n) =
⋃
L∈N
irp(L;n) and Λph,β(n) =
∑
L∈N
λph,β(L;n),
where the union is of disjoint sets and where
irp(L;n) = {S(p)[n] is an irreducible bridge of span L},
λph,β(L;n) = Eh[exp(Φ
(p)
β (n)); ir
p(L;n)]
were introduced in Section 2.2.
By means of Theorem A, we are able to transfer the mass gap for irre-
ducible bridges from Section 2.3 to the present N -step setting, detecting an
exponential gap between the long-time behavior of irreducible bridges and
arbitrary bridges.
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Theorem 3.7. Suppose h > 0 and β0 < βc(h). There is then some γ > 0
such that
Λph,β(n)e
mB(h,β)
∑p
j=1
nj ≤ 1
γ
e
−γ
∑p
j=1
nj
(3.11)
for all n= (n1, . . . , np) ∈Np and β ≤ β0. Moreover, we have∑
n∈Np
Λph,β(n)e
mB(h,β)
∑p
j=1
nj
= 1(3.12)
for all β < βc(h).
Proof. We first deal with (3.12). From (3.8) and (3.9), and by letting
N
def
=
∑p
j=1n
j , we obtain
λph,β(L;n)e
mG(h,β)N = λp0,β(L;n)e
−λh¯N+phL
(3.13)
= λp
h¯,β
(L;n)epmG(h¯,β)L
by an analogous argument as for (3.10). In the ballistic regime, sincemG(h¯, β) =
mB(h¯, β) and pmB(h¯, β) =m
p
B(h¯, β), we have∑
n∈Np
Λph,β(n)e
mG(h,β)N =
∑
L∈N
Λ
p
h¯,β(L)e
mp
B
(h¯,β)L = 1,
where the second equality is part of Lemma 2.15.
In order to achieve an exponential gap, observe that for any δ > 0, again
by (3.13), we have
Λph,β(n)e
mG(h,β)N =
∑
L≤δN
λph,β(L;n)e
mG(h,β)N +
∑
L>δN
λp
h¯,β
(L,n)em
p
B
(h¯,β)L
≤
∑
L≤δN
λph,0(L;n)e
mG(h,β)N +
∑
L>δN
Λ
p
h¯,β(L)e
mp
B
(h¯,β)L.
From the independence of S1, . . . ,S2, the definition of Ph and (3.8) again,
we obtain∑
L≤δN
λph,0(L;n)e
mG(h,β)N ≤
p∏
j=1
Ph[S
j
1(n
j)≤ δN ]emG(h,β)nj ≤ e(hδp−λh¯)N .
Moreover, by Lemma 2.17, we have∑
L>δN
Λ
p
h¯,β(L)e
mp
B
(h¯,β)L ≤ 1
p
e2(ϕβ (1)+λh¯)
∑
L>δN
e−(m
p
Λ(h¯,β)−m
p
B
(h¯,β))L
≤ 1
p
e2(ϕβ (1)+λh¯)
e−δ(m
p
Λ
(h¯,β)−mp
B
(h¯,β))N
1− e−(mpΛ(h¯,β)−mpB(h¯,β))
.
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Since λh¯ > 0 by Theorem A and m
p
Λ(h¯, β)>m
p
B(h¯, β) by Theorem 2.18, this
proves (3.11) for a single β ≤ βc(h).
In order to find an uniform estimate, observe that
mG(h
′, β) + h′ = lim
L→∞
− log(∑N∈NE0[e−Φβ(N)−λh′N ;{S1(N) = L}])
L
is increasing in both variables. Since h¯= h¯(h,β) fulfills mB(h¯, β)+ h¯= h, we
thus have λh¯(h,β) ≤ λh¯(h,β0) for β ≤ β0. The existence of a uniform bound now
follows from the continuity of mpB and m
p
Λ on R
+×R+, which we established
in Section 2. 
By known arguments using the analytic implicit function theorem (see
page 329 of [9]), we obtain the following first consequence of Theorem 3.7.
Corollary 3.8. Suppose that the function ϕ, introduced at the begin-
ning of Section 2, is analytic on (0,∞). The mass mG is then analytic on
the open set {(h,β) ∈ (0,∞) :β < βc(h)}.
Remark. By dominated convergence, it is obvious that the function
ϕ(t) =− logE exp(−tVx)
is analytic on (0,∞). Therefore, by Proposition 3.2, Corollary 3.6 and now
Corollary 3.8, we have completed the proof of Theorem B in Section 1.
3.3. Restricted path intersections. In this section, we investigate finite
random walks S[N ] with restricting assumptions on
‖ℓ(N)‖2 def=
(∑
z∈Zd
ℓz(N)
2
)1/2
, N ∈N.
More precisely, for h,β ≥ 0, N ∈N and k ∈R+, we define
G≤kh,β(N)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φβ(N));{‖ℓ(N)‖22 ≤ kN}]
and we want to show that in the ballistic regime, such restrictions have no
crucial effect on the long-time behavior.
To this end, we first investigate restricted bridges. For h,β ≥ 0, N ∈ N
and k ∈R+, we define
B>kh,β(N)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φβ(N));{‖ℓ(N)‖22 > kN} ∩Br(N)].
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Proposition 3.9. For any h > 0 and β0 < βc(h), we have
lim
k→∞
sup
β≤β0
sup
N∈N
B>kh,β(N)e
mG(h,β)N = 0.
Proof. Let (τi, ξi)i∈N, be a sequence of independent, identically dis-
tributed random vectors with distribution
Ph,β[(τi, ξi) = (n,x)]
def
= emG(h,β)nEh[e
−Φβ(n);{‖ℓ(n)‖22 = x} ∩ Ir(n)]
for n,x ∈ N and β < βc(h). In fact, Ph,β is a probability distribution by
(3.12). The expectation with respect to Ph,β will be denoted by Eh,β .
Now, assume that ω ∈ Br(N) and let m ∈ N be the number of breaking
points for S[N ](ω). There then exist unique times 0 = n0 < · · · < nm = N
such that S[n0, n1](ω), . . . ,S[nm−1, nm](ω) are irreducible bridges. We thus
have
Br(N) =
N⋃
m=1
⋃
0=n0<···<nm=N
m⋂
i=1
Ir(ni−1, ni),
where the union is of disjoint sets. For every ω ∈⋂mi=1 Ir(ni−1, ni), we further
have
‖ℓ(N,ω)‖22 =
m∑
i=1
∑
z∈Zd
ℓz(ni−1, ni, ω)
2,
Φβ(N,ω) =
m∑
i=1
Φβ(ni−1, ni, ω),
where the second equation goes back to Lemma 2.1(b). As a consequence,
by the Markov property of S , we obtain that B>kh,β(N)emG(h,β)N equals
N∑
m=1
∑
x1+···+xm>kN
∑
0=n0<···<nm=N
m∏
i=1
emG(h,β)(ni−ni−1)Eh[e
−Φβ(ni−ni−1)1Ir(ni−ni−1)1{‖ℓ(ni−ni−1)‖22=xi}
]
=
N∑
m=1
Ph,β
[ ∑
1≤i≤m
τi =N,
∑
1≤i≤m
ξi >Nk
]
≤NPh,β
[ ∑
1≤i≤N
ξi >Nk
]
for all k ∈R+.
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Next, observe that for any n ∈N, we have
‖ℓ(n)‖2 ≤
∑
z∈Zd
ℓz(n) = n
such that, by the exponential gap in Theorem 3.7, the moments
Eh,β[ξ
m
1 ]≤
∑
n∈N
n2mΛh,β(n)e
mG(h,β)n, m ∈N,
are finite and continuous in β < βc(h). For any k > Eh,β[ξ1], by the Cheby-
shev inequality and the independence of (ξi)i∈N, we moreover have
B>kβ,h(N)e
mG(h,β)N ≤NPh,β
[ ∑
1≤i≤N
|ξi −Eh,β[ξ1]|>N |k−Eh,β[ξ1]|
]
≤ 1
N(k −Eh,β[ξ1])2
Eh,β
[( ∑
1≤i≤N
(ξi −Eh,β[ξ1])
)2]
=
1
(k −Eh,β[ξ1])2
Eh,β[(ξ1 −Eh,β[ξ1])2].
The proposition now follows from the continuity of the first and second
moments of ξ1 in β < βc(h). 
By means of Proposition 3.9, we are now able to prove Lemma E from
Section 1, formulated in the present setting of a generalized potential.
Corollary 3.10. For any h > 0, β0 < βc(h) and ε < 1/Kh,β0 , there
exists kε <∞ such that
G≤kεh,β (N)≥ εGh,β(N)(3.14)
for all N ∈N and β ≤ β0.
Proof. For any k ∈R+ and N ∈N, we obviously have
G≤kh,β(N)≥Bh,β(N)−B>kh,β(N).
Moreover, by Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.6, we know that
Gh,β(N)≤ e−mG(h,β)N ≤Kh,β0Bh,β(N)
for all N ∈N and β ≤ β0. The corollary thus follows from Lemma 3.9. 
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4. Coupled path potential. We consider two independent copies S1 and
S2 of the random walk S with drift h≥ 0 and starting condition
Ph,y1,y2 [S
1(0) = (0, y1), S2(0) = (0, y2)] = 1
for y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1. Expectations with respect to Ph,y1,y2 are denoted by Eh,y1,y2 ,
where the indices y1, y2 are left off when S1 and S2 start at the origin.
As in Section 2.2, we compose from the two random walks the random
process
S(2) = (S(2)(n))n∈N20
on Zd × Zd, where S(2)(n), for n= (n1, n2), is given by
S(2)(n) = (S1(n1), S2(n2)).
For any parameter β ≥ 0, motivated by the heuristic picture of Theorem D
in Section 1, we introduce a coupled path potential Φ˜
(2)
β for the process S(2).
For M = (M1,M2) and N = (N1,N2) ∈N0 withM ≤N componentwise, we
define
Φ˜
(2)
β (N)
def
=
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓ
1
x(N
1) + ℓ2x(N
2)),
Φ˜
(2)
β (M,N)
def
=
∑
x∈Zd
ϕβ(ℓ
1
x(M
1,N1) + ℓ2x(M
2,N2)),
where ϕβ was introduced at the beginning of Section 2 and where
ℓjx(N
j) =
Nj∑
n=1
1{Sj(n)=x}, ℓ
j
x(M,N) =
Nj∑
n=Mj+1
1{Sj(n)=x}
denote the number of visits to the site x∈ Zd by the random walk Sj[1,N ],
respectively Sj[M + 1,N ]. Observe that in contrast to the path potential
Φ
(2)
β , the distribution of this coupled potential Φ˜
(2)
β depends on the starting
sites y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1 of the random walks S1 and S2 (i.e., on ‖y2 − y1‖).
For h,β ≥ 0, y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1 and N ∈N2, we define
G˜2h,β,y1,y2(N)
def
= Eh,y1,y2 [exp(−Φ˜(2)β (N))].
The aim of this section is to prove the following “second moment”-type
estimate on G˜2h,β,y1,y2 .
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that d ≥ 4 and h > 0. There then exist β0 > 0
and Ks.m. <∞ such that
G˜2h,β,y1,y2(N)≤Ks.m.Gh,β(N1)Gh,β(N2)
for all N = (N1,N2) ∈N2, y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1 and β ≤ β0.
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Remark. In the particular case ϕ(t) =− logEe−tVx , we have
G˜2h,β,y1,y2(N) = EZ
qu
V,h,β,N1,y1Z
qu
V,h,β,N2,y2 ,
where Zqu
V,h,β,Nj,yj
denotes the quenched partition function from Section 1,
but here with starting condition Ph[S
j(0) = (0, yj)] = 1 for j = 1,2. Theo-
rem D is thus a special case of Theorem 4.1.
In order to establish Theorem 4.1, we investigate bridges under Φ˜
(2)
β . For
h,β ≥ 0, y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1 and M,N ∈N20 with M ≤N , we set
Br2(N)
def
= {S(2)[N ] is a bridge},
Br2(M,N)
def
= {S(2)[M,N ] is a bridge}
and
B˜2h,β,y1,y2(N)
def
= Eh,y1,y2 [exp(−Φ˜(2)β (N));Br2(N)].
We want to divide the bridges into irreducible “strips” which may then
be treated by renewal techniques. To this end, for h > 0 and β < βc(h), let
(τ1i , τ
2
i , η
1
i , η
2
i , ζi)i∈N0 be a Markov chain with transition probabilities
Ph,β[(τ
1
i+1, τ
2
i+1, η
1
i+1, η
2
i+1, ζi+1)
= (n1, n2, y1, y2, z)|(τ1i , τ2i , η1i , η2i , ζi)]
def
= emG(h,β)(n
1+n2)Eh,η1
i
,η2
i
[e−Φ
(2)
β
(n)1Ir2(n)1{S1(n1)=(S11 (n1),y1)}
× 1{S2(n2)=(S21 (n2),y2)}1{L(n)=z}]
for n= (n1, n2) ∈N2, y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1 and z ∈N0, and with
L(n)
def
=
∑
x∈R1(n1)∩R2(n2)
ℓ1x(n
1) + ℓ2x(n
2),
where Rj(nj)
def
={x ∈ Zd : ℓjx(nj)> 0} for j = 1,2. In fact, Ph,β is a probabil-
ity distribution by (3.12). We will write Ph,β,y1,y2 to indicate the starting
condition
Ph,β,y1,y2 [η
1
0 = y
1, η20 = y
2] = 1,
and expectations with respect to Ph,β,y1,y2 are denoted by Eh,β,y1,y2 . Again,
if the start is at the origin, the indices are omitted.
In order to bound Φ˜β within an irreducible strip, observe that
Ψ˜
(2)
β (n)
def
= Φ
(2)
β (n)− Φ˜(2)β (n)≤ ϕβ(1)L(n)(4.1)
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for all n= (n1, n2) ∈N2. It is thus convenient to define σ0 def= 0 and
σk
def
= min{i > σk−1 : ζi > 2 · 1{η1
i−1=η
2
i−1}
1{η1
i
6=η2
i
}}, k ∈N,
as well as ρ0
def
= 1{η10=η20}
and
ρi
def
=
{
ζi +2 · 1{η1
i
=η2
i
}, if ∃k ∈N with σk = i, i ∈N,
0, otherwise.
That means that we want to know in which strips we have path intersections
of S1 and S2, σk denoting the kth of these strips. However, if S1 and S2
enter a strip from a common site, then they must go “forward” at the first
step and they consequently intersect for a first time. If this strip does not
contain any further intersections (and does not consist of only one step), then
it is not considered in the definition of σk. For such a strip, the contribution
to Ψ˜β is anticipated in the previous strip by the summand 1{η1
i
=η2
i
} in the
definition of ρi. This special treatment of such strips is necessary to have
Ph,β[σ1 > 1]> 0.
For m ∈N0, let T (m) = (T 1(m), T 2(m)) now be given by
T j(m)
def
=
∑
1≤i≤m
τ ji
for j = 1,2. The conclusion of the above comments on the definitions of σk
and ρi is the following.
Lemma 4.2. For any h > 0 and β < βc(h), we have
B˜2h,β,y10,y
2
0
(N)emG(h,β)(N
1+N2) ≤
∑
m∈N
Eh,β,y10,y
2
0
[eϕβ(1)
∑m
i=0
ρi1{T (m)=N}]
for all N = (N1,N2) ∈N2 and y10, y20 ∈ Zd−1.
Proof. By similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.9, we obtain
Br2(N) =
⋃
m∈N
⋃
n0,...,nm∈N20:
0=n0<···<nm=N
m⋂
i=1
Ir2(ni−1, ni),
where the union is of disjoint sets and wherem ∈N represents the number of
breaking points for the correspondingN -step bridge. For ω ∈⋂mi=1 Ir2(ni−1, ni),
we further have
Φ˜
(2)
β (n,ω) =
m∑
i=1
Φ
(2)
β (ni−1, ni, ω)− Ψ˜(2)β (ni−1, ni, ω).
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Therefore, by renewing the random walk S(2) at times n1, . . . , nm−1, we
obtain that B˜2
h,β,y10,y
2
0
(N)emG(h,β)(N
1+N2) is equal to
∞∑
m=1
∑
n0,...,nm∈N20:
0=n0<···<nm=N
∑
y11 ,y
2
1,...,y
1
m,y
2
m∈Z
d−1
∑
z1,...,zm∈N0
m∏
i=1
emG(h,β)(n
1
i
−n1
i−1+n
2
i
−n2
i−1)
×Eh,y1
i−1,y
2
i−1
[e−Φ
(2)
β
(ni−ni−1)+Ψ˜
(2)
β
(ni−ni−1)1Ir2(ni−ni−1)
× 1
{Sj(nj
i
−nj
i−1)=(S
1
j
(nj
i
−nj
i−1),y
j
i
) for j=1,2}
1
{L(ni−ni−1)=zi}
]
≤
∞∑
m=1
Eh,β,y10,y
2
0
[eϕβ(1)
∑m
i=0
ρi1{T j=nj for j=1,2}],
where we assume ni = (n
1
i , n
2
i ) for i ∈N and where (4.1) is used. 
The value of this renewal formalism is substantiated by the following
estimate.
Proposition 4.3. For any h > 0 and β0 < βc(h), and with Kh,β0 <∞
being defined in (3.4), we have
G˜2h,β,y1,y2(N)
Gh,β(N1)Gh,β(N2)
≤ 4K4h,β0 sup
y10 ,y
2
0
∞∑
k=0
Eh,β,y10,y
2
0
[eϕβ(1)
∑k
i=0
ρσi1{σk<∞}]
for all N = (N1,N2) ∈N2, y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1 and β ≤ β0.
Proof. For j ∈ {1,2}, by the definition of Φ˜β and the monotonicity of
ϕβ , we obviously have
Φ˜
(2)
β (N)≥Φjβ(N j),
where Φjβ is the single path potential associated with the random walk Sj .
From the independence of S1 and S2 thus follows
Eh,y1,y2 [e
−Φ˜
(2)
β
(N);{S11(N1)≤ 0 or S21(N2)≤ 0}]
≤Eh[e−Φ
1
β
(N1);{S21(N2)≤ 0}] +Eh[e−Φ
2
β
(N2);{S11(N1)≤ 0}]
=Gh,β(N
1)Ph[S
2(N2)≤ 0] +Gh,β(N2)Ph[S1(N1)≤ 0]
≤ 2Kh,β0Gh,β(N1)Gh,β(N2)
for all N1,N2 ∈ N and β ≤ β0, where the last step goes back to (3.8) and
Corollary 3.6.
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We now consider the more complicated case of positive first components.
Since S1 and S2 are exchangeable, it suffices to consider
ω ∈ {0<S11(N1)≤ S21(N2)}.
In that case, ω is also an element of the union⋃
0<N¯2≤N2
⋃
0≤m11<m
1
2≤N
2
⋃
0≤m21<m
2
2≤N¯
2
{S11(m11) = S21(m21) = 0} ∩Br2(m1,m2)∩ {S11(N1) = S11(m12)}
∩ {S21(N¯2) = S21(m22)} ∩ {S21(N¯2)< S21(ν) for N¯2 < ν ≤N2},
where m1
def
=(m11,m
2
1) and m2
def
=(m12,m
2
2) and where m
j
1 and m
j
2 may be
chosen as the times of the last visit of Sj [N j](ω) to the hyperplane H0,
respectively the first visit of Sj [mj1,N j ](ω) to the hyperplane HS11(N1,ω),
and where N¯2 is the last-visit time of S2[N2](ω) to HS11(N1,ω). Moreover, we
have
Φ˜
(2)
β (N,ω)≥ Φ˜(2)β (m1,m2, ω) + Φ2β(N¯2,N2, ω)
for the corresponding m1, m2 and N¯
2. Therefore, with the notation
G+h,β(k)
def
= Eh[e
−Φ2
β
(N);{0< S21(ν) for ν = 1, . . . , k}], k ∈N0,
and by renewing S(2) at times m1,m2 and N¯2, we obtain
Eh,y1,y2 [e
−Φ˜
(2)
β
(N)1{0<S11 (N1)≤S
2
1 (N
2)}]
≤
∑
0<N¯2≤N2
∑
0≤m11<m
1
2≤N
1
∑
0≤m21<m
2
2≤N¯
2
∑
y10 ,y
2
0∈Z
d−1
Eh,y1,y2 [1{S1(m11)=(0,y
1
0)}
1{S2(m21)=(0,y
2
0)}
e−Φ˜
(2)
β
(m1,m2)
× 1Br2(m1,m2)1{S11 (N1)=S11 (m12)}1{S21 (N¯2)=S21 (m22)}
× e−Φ2β(N¯2,N2)1{S21 (N¯2)<S21(ν) for N¯2<ν≤N2}]
=
∑
0<N¯2≤N2
∑
0≤m11<m
1
2≤N
1
∑
0≤m21<m
2
2≤N¯
2
∑
y10 ,y
2
0∈Z
d−1
Ph[S
1(m11) = (0, y
1
0 − y1)]
×Ph[S2(m21) = (0, y20 − y2)]B˜2h,β,y10,y20(m2 −m1)
×Ph[S11(N1 −m12) = 0]Ph[S21(N¯2 −m22) = 0]G+h,β(N2 − N¯2)
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≤Gh,β(N1)
∑
0≤m11<m
1
2≤N
1
Ph[S
1
1(m
1
1) = 0]
Gh,β(m
1
1)
Ph[S
1
1(N
1 −m12) = 0]
Gh,β(N1 −m12)
×Gh,β(N2)
∑
0≤m21<m¯
2
2≤N
2
Ph[S
2
1(m
2
1) = 0]
Gh,β(m
2
1)
Ph[S
2
1(N
2 − m¯22) = 0]
Gh,β(N2 − m¯22)
× sup
n1,M2∈N,
y10 ,y
2
0∈Z
d−1
K2h,β0
M2∑
n2=1
B˜2h,β,y10,y20
(n)G+h,β(M
2 − n2)emG(h,β)(n1+M2),
where m¯22 replaces m
2
2 +N
2 − N¯2, M2 stands for m¯22 +m21, n1 def= m12 −m11,
n2 replaces m22 +m
2
1 and n
def
=(n1, n2), and where (3.1) and Corollary 3.6
were used to split, respectively bound, Gh,β(N
1) and Gh,β(N
2).
It remains to bound the supremum in the above formula. By Lemma 4.2,
B˜2h,β,y10,y
2
0
(n)emG(h,β)(n
1+n2)
≤
∑
k∈N0
∑
m∈N0
Eh,β,y10,y
2
0
[eϕβ(1)
∑k
i=0
ρσi1{σk≤m<σk+1}1{T (m)=n}]
≤
∑
k∈N0
∑
n˜∈N20:n˜≤n
∑
m∈N0
∑
0≤m˜≤m
Eh,β,y10,y
2
0
[eϕβ(1)
∑k
i=0
ρσi1{σk=m˜}1{T (m˜)=n˜}]Ph,β[T (m− m˜) = n− n˜]
=
∑
k∈N0
∑
n˜∈N20:n˜≤n
∑
m˜∈N0
Eh,β,y10,y
2
0
[eϕβ(1)
∑k
i=0
ρσi1{σk=m˜}1{T (m˜)=n˜}]
∑
mˆ∈N0
Ph,β[T (m̂) = n− n˜]
=
∑
k∈N0
∑
n˜∈N20:n˜≤n
Eh,β,y10,y20
[eϕβ(1)
∑k
i=0
ρσi1{σk<∞}1{T (σk)=n˜}]
×B2h,β(n− n˜)emG(h,β)(n
1−n˜1+n2−n˜2),
where B2h,β(nˆ)
def
= Eh[exp(−Φ(2)β (nˆ));Br2(nˆ)] for nˆ ∈N20. We thus have
M2∑
n2=1
B˜2h,β,y10,y20
(n)G+h,β(M
2 − n2)emG(h,β)(n1+M2)
≤
∑
k∈N0
∑
n˜∈N20:n˜≤(n
1,M2)
Eh,β,y10,y20
[eϕβ(1)
∑k
i=0
ρσi1{σk<∞}1{T (σk)=n˜}]
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× sup
Mˆ2∈N0
Mˆ2∑
nˆ2=1
B2h,β(nˆ)G
+
h,β(Mˆ
2 − nˆ2)emG(h,β)(nˆ1+Mˆ2),
where M2 stands for M2 − n˜2, nˆ1 def= n1 − n˜1, nˆ2 stands for n2 − n˜2 and
nˆ
def
=(nˆ1, nˆ2). By the independence of S1 and S1, we moreover have
B2h,β(nˆ)G
+
h,β(Mˆ
2 − nˆ2)
=
∞∑
L=1
Eh[e
−Φ1
β
(nˆ1)−Φ2
β
(nˆ2)−Φ2
β
(nˆ2,Mˆ2)1{S1[nˆ1] is a bridge of span L}
× 1{S2[nˆ2] is a bridge of span L}1{L<S21 (µ) for nˆ2<ν≤Mˆ2}]
=
∞∑
L=1
Eh[e
−Φ1
β
(nˆ1)1{S1[nˆ1] is a bridge of span L}]
×Eh[e−Φ
2
β
(Mˆ2)1{0<S21 (ν)≤S
2
1 (nˆ
2)=L<S21(ν) for 0<µ≤nˆ
2<ν≤Mˆ2}].
Therefore, and by Proposition 3.2, we obtain
Mˆ2∑
nˆ2=1
B2h,β(nˆ)G
+
h,β(Mˆ
2 − nˆ2)≤Bh,β(nˆ1)G+h,β(Mˆ2)≤ e−mG(h,β)(nˆ
1+Mˆ2),
which completes the proof of the Proposition 4.3. 
The next lemma gives a bound for the decay rate of the probability for
large values of σ1. It goes back to an estimate for the concentration of sums
of independent, identically distributed random vectors with values in Zd−1
and to the fact that ρm+1 is zero when
τ1m+1 + τ
2
m+1 ≤ ‖η1m − η2m‖1.
Here, the dimension d of the lattice comes into play explicitly for the first
time.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that h > 0 and β0 < βc(h). Then, for any ε > 0,
there exists mε ∈N such that
sup
y1,y2∈Zd−1
Ph,β,y1,y2 [σ1 =m+ 1]≤m−(d−1)/2+ε
for all m≥mε and β ≤ β0.
Proof. We distinguish whether the distance between the two random
walks at the end of the mth strip is smaller or lager than am
def
=(logm)2. For
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every pair of starting sites y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1, we have
Ph,β,y1,y2 [σ1 =m+1]
≤ Ph,β,y1,y2 [‖η1m − η2m‖1 ≤ am] + sup
‖y¯1−y¯2‖1>am
Ph,β,y¯1,y¯2 [ζ1 > 0].
Now, with γ being chosen according to Theorem 3.7, we have
K1
def
= sup
β≤β0
Eh,β[e
(γ/2)(τ11+τ
2
1 )]<∞,(4.2)
by continuity going back to the exponential gap for irreducible bridges. For
any y¯1, y¯2 ∈ Zd−1 with ‖y¯1 − y¯2‖1 > am, the exponential Markov inequality
thus implies that
Ph,β,y¯1,y¯2 [ζ1 > 0]≤ Ph,β[τ11 + τ21 ≥ ‖y¯1 − y¯2‖1]
≤ Eh,β[e(γ/2)(τ11+τ21 )]e(−γ/2)am
≤K1m(−γ/2) logm
for all m ∈N and β ≤ β0.
It remains to find an estimate for
Ph,β,y1,y2 [‖η1m − η2m‖1 ≤ am]≤ Ph,β[‖η1m − η2m − (y2 − y1)‖2 ≤ am].
Since the random sequence (η1i − η2i )i∈N is a Markov process with indepen-
dent increments, the corollary to Theorem 6.2 in [6] yields
sup
y1,y2∈Zd−1
Ph,β[‖η1m − η2m − (y2 − y1)‖2 ≤ am]
≤K2
(
m
a2m
)−(d−1)/2
χ1(am)
−(d−1)/2,
where K2 is a constant depending only on the dimension d− 1 and where
χ1(u)
def
= inf
t∈Rd−1 : ‖t‖2=1
Eh,β[〈X − Y, t〉21{‖X−Y ‖2≤u}],
X,Y being independent copies of η11−η21 . A direct calculation and symmetry
properties imply that
inf
t∈Rd−1:‖t‖2=1
Eh,β[〈X − Y, t〉2] = 2(d− 1)Eh,β[(η11 − η21)21],
where (η11 − η21)1 denotes the first component of the vector η11 − η21 . By the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality for sums and the exponential Markov inequality
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applied to ‖X − Y ‖2, we also have
Eh,β[〈X − Y, t〉21{‖X−Y ‖2>u}]≤ ‖t‖22e−uγ/4Eh,β[‖X − Y ‖22e(γ/4)‖X−Y ‖2 ]
≤ ‖t‖22e−uγ/4
32
γ2
Eh,β[e
(γ/2)‖X−Y ‖2 ]
≤ ‖t‖22e−uγ/4
32
γ2
Eh,β[e
(γ/2)‖X‖1 ]Eh,β[e
(γ/2)‖Y ‖1 ].
By continuity coming from the exponential gap in Theorem 3.7, there con-
sequently exists a further constant K3 <∞ such that
sup
y1,y2∈Zd−1
Ph,β,y1,y2 [‖η1m − η2m‖1 ≤ am]≤K3
(
m
a2m
)−(d−1)/2
for all m ∈N and β ≤ β0, which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By renewing the Markov chain at times
ρσ1 , . . . , ρσk , we obtain
Eh,β,y10,y20
[eϕβ(1)
∑k
i=1
ρσi1{σk<∞}]≤ sup
y1,y2∈Zd−1
Eh,β,y1,y2 [e
ϕβ(1)ρσ11{σ1<∞}]
k.
Theorem 4.1 thus follows from Proposition 4.3 once we show that
sup
y1,y2∈Zd−1
sup
β≤β0
Eh,β,y1,y2 [e
ϕβ(1)ρσ11{σ1<∞}]< 1(4.3)
for d≥ 4 and β0 > 0 small enough.
To this end, we choose 0< ε < 12 and p, q > 1 with
1
q (
3
2 − ε)> 1 and 1p +
1
q = 1. By Lemma 4.4, there exists mε ∈ N such that the Ho¨lder inequality
implies
Eh,β,y1,y2 [e
ϕβ(1)ρm+11{σ1=m+1}]
≤Eh,β,y1,y2 [epϕβ(1)ρm+1 ]1/pPh,β,y1,y2 [σ1 =m+1]1/q
(4.4)
≤Eh,β[epϕβ(1)(τ11+τ21+2)]1/pm(−1/q)((d−1)/2−ε)
≤ (K1 + e2ϕβ0 (1))1/pm(−1/q)((d−1)/2−ε)
for all m≥mε and β ≤ β0, where K1 is defined in (4.2) and β0 needs to be
chosen small enough. The exponential Ho¨lder inequality moreover yields
Ph,β,y1,y2 [σ1 =m+ 1]≤ Ph,β,y1,y2 [ζm+1 > 0]
≤ Ph,β[T 1(m+ 1) + T 2(m+ 1)≥ ‖y1 − y2‖1]
≤Km+11 e(−γ/2)‖y
1−y2‖1
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for all m ∈N and β ≤ β0, where γ is chosen according to (4.2). Since 1q (d2 −
ε)> 1 for d≥ 4, we thus obtain
lim
k→∞
sup
y1,y2 : ‖y1−y2‖1>k
sup
β≤β0
Eh,β,y1,y2 [e
ϕβ(1)ρσ11{σ1<∞}] = 0(4.5)
for β0 small enough.
Now, for any k ∈N and y1 6= y2, we have
Ph,0,y1,y2 [σ1 =∞]≥ Ph,0,y1,y2 [ζ1 = 0,‖η11 − η21‖1 ≥ k]
× inf
‖y¯1−y¯2‖1≥k
Ph,0,y¯1,y¯2 [σ1 =∞]
and similarly
Ph,0[σ1 =∞]≥ Ph,0[ζ1 = 2,‖η11 − η21‖1 ≥ k] inf
‖y¯1−y¯2‖1≥k
Ph,0,y¯1,y¯2 [σ1 =∞].
Therefore, and by (4.5), we obtain
sup
y1,y2∈Zd−1
Ph,0,y1,y2 [σ1 <∞]< 1.(4.6)
Finally, for any y1, y2 ∈ Zd−1, observe that
Eh,β,y1,y2 [e
ϕβ(1)ρσ11{σ1<∞}]
is continuous in β = 0, the continuity going back to (4.4) and the expo-
nential gap in Theorem 3.7. Consequently, (4.5) and (4.6) now imply (4.3),
completing the proof of the theorem. 
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